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PART I.
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 1931-1932

LOCATION
Jacksonville is one of the oldest towns in Northeast Ala
bama. It is on the Southern Railway and the Seaboard Air
Line.
Anniston is twelve miles south, Rome fifty miles north
east, Birmingham sixty miles west, and Atlanta about the
same distance east of this place. The surrounding country is
beautiful, as at this point the great Blue Ridge Mountains be
gin to break into rolling hills and sheltered valleys. On the
east side of the town at a distance of two miles or more, the
hills rise almost to the dignity of mountains, one peak, Chim
ney, being something over seventeen hundred feet above the
level of the sea. The college is situated upon two hills and has
an elevation of seven hundred and fifty feet above the sea. At
the foot of one hill the town spring bursts forth with a flow
of over a million gallons per day, one of the largest lime
stone springs in the state. The town is noted for its health
fulness. Our students invariably improve in health while
here.
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
Students will be met at the depot by a representative of
the school if information is given as to the time of arrival.
Dormitory accommodations are provided for both men and
women, but rooms should be engaged as early as possible.
REPORTS AND PRIZES
Reports are given every quarter. W hen a student fails to
do his duty, as through neglect of studies or disorderly con
duct, it is deemed a sufficient indication that he will not make
a successful teacher, and he is asked to withdraw from the
college. Parents should insist upon their sons and daughters
sending their reports promptly and regularly. Deficiency in
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deportment for three consecutive months automatically ex
cludes one from college.
No prizes or medals are given for special excellence in
any of the grades of the college. The interest is maintained
throughout the whole class, and a more just conception of the
objects of study is acquired by keeping from the student all
selfish emulation.
SOCIETIES
Five societies are maintained— the Calhoun and the Mor
gan for men and the Calhoun and the Morgan for women, and
the Freshman Debating Society. These societies are under
the direction of the college faculty, but are officered and con
trolled by the students. Their work is mainly of a debating
character, but other subjects for thought and expression are
presented from time to time.
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS
Both organizations, the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W . C. A.,
are in active operation. Much good is accomplished through
their wholesome influence.
They aid in athletics and stand for purity in sport. They
have for their purpose the strengthening of the Christian char
acter of all the students of the institution. They endeavor to
take the place of the Christian influence in the home while the
men and women are in the college.
The work of these associations is heartily endorsed and en
couraged by the faculty.
They maintain committees to meet the trains and assist
new students in getting started in college.
Devotional exercises are held regularly and prayer meet
ings during the week, led by the students, but often addresses
on inspiring subjects are given by members of the faculty, and
others invited to deliver them. Bible missionary classes are
held each week to study the great book in a systematic way.
This influence is strongly moral and Christian.
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LIBRARY
There are over 15,000 well selected books, including dic
tionaries and reference works, books on education, biography,
history, travel and literature in the library. In addition, there
are many public documents. The books are classified accord
ing to the Dewey Decimal System. It is kept open all day
and a librarian is in charge.
A reading table is supplied with magazines and news
papers.
STUDENTS’ AID— ATKINS FARM
Through the generosity and philantrophy of Mrs. Fannie
Atkins of Jacksonville, and her desire to perpetuate the name
of her husband, we are able to offer rooms without cost to a
limited number of young men. Mrs. Atkins donated a farm
for this purpose about two miles out on the Anniston paved
road. The house has ten rooms. Those who desire to secure
reservations in this building will please communicate with
the president as soon as possible. It is for the benefit of those
who need assistance. W ork can be secured for a limited num
ber. All who wish to attend this college and who need help
should write at once.
DORMITORY FOR MEN
W e have a fire-proof three-story brick dormitory for men.
This is modern in every respect— steam heat, electric lights,
two windows to each room, two sets of shower baths on each
floor, and lockers and showers in the basement. It contains
76 bedrooms, including several small apartments, with pri
vate baths for teachers and their families. The architecture is
similar to that of the girls’ dormitory.
N E W BUILDINGS
Bibb Graves Hall, classroom and administration build
ing, has been completed and is now occupied. Central heating
plant has been built. A temporary cafeteria is in operation.
Daugette Hall, the central unit of dormitory for women, is
completed and occupied.
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TRAINING SCHOOL
The City of Jacksonville has turned over to the college
the entire public school system for administration. This fur
nishes facilities which are regarded as ideal since the Train
ing School is a real public school.
LOAN FUNDS
Loan funds for assisting students are available as fol
lows :
1. Alumni fund amounting to over $700.00 contributed
by the alumni.
2. Fund of $2,000.00 contributed by Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Henry.
3. Fund of $50.00 contributed by Jesse Richardson and
wife.
4. Fund of $109.00 contributed by the class of 1924-25.
4. A fund of $2,500.00 known as The Birmingham News
Revolving Fund, contributed by The Birmingham News.
These funds are available to those whose merit is known
to the school officials and bear interest at 6 per cent.
ATHLETICS
The college always has a football team. Basketball for
both men and women is given. Tennis and volleyball courts
provide for those who prefer this form of sport. Spring and
summer baseball is engaged in.
CLASS MEMORIALS
It has been the custom of the classes of the State Teach
ers College to make some gift to the college as a memorial.
The following is the record since 1905:
Class of 1905— Set of lace curtains for the chapel.
Class of 1906— Three patent gasoline lamps.
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Class of 1907— A stage chair for the president.
Class of 1909— A $30.00 set of books for the library and a
$10.00 set of shades and curtains.
Class of 1910— A table for reception room.
Class of 1913— Statue of David, height on pedestal six
feet.
Class of 1914— Set of books for library.
Class of 1915— Statues Victory and Minerva.
Class of 1917— Drop curtain for auditorium.
Class of 1918— One dollar each for swimming pool.
Class of 1919— Porch furniture for dormitory.
Class of 1920— One dollar each for swimming pool.
Class of 1921— Painting for parlor.
Class of 1923— Flag pole.
Class of 1924— Electric clock.
Class of 1925— Loan scholarship.
Class of 1926— One dollar each to establish fund for elec
tric clock.
Class of 1927— One dollar each on electric clock fund.
Class of 1928— Entrance to campus.
Class of 1929— Statue for fountain.
Class of 1930— Bust of President.
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FROM NORMAL SCHOOLS TO TEACHERS
COLLEGES
In keeping with the trend of educational progress, the
State Board of Education at its annual meeting, June 7, 1929,
advanced the normal schools to the rank of teachers colleges
and authorized them to go to a four-year degree-granting basis
as soon as practicable. In pursuance of that authority, a third
year was added in the fall of 1929, and the fourth year June
1 , 1930. Full information concerning courses of study, en
trance and graduation requirements, etc., may be found else
where in the bulletin.
PURPOSE OF THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES
The primary purpose of the four State Teachers Colleges
of Alabama is to provide appropriate preparation for the ele
mentary teachers of the state’s public schools.
Annually more than 8,500 teachers are needed to instruct
the white children of Alabama in grades one to six inclusive,
and approximately 1,200 new teachers are elected each year
to fill the vacancies in the elementary schools. T o keep these
annually recurring vacancies filled with adequately and
thoroughly equipped teachers is the principal aim of the four
teachers colleges. The extent to which this goal has been at
tained in the past is evidenced by the fact that in the session
of 1928-1929 more than 78 per cent of the state’s rural elemen
tary teachers and 41 per cent of her city elementary teachers
had received their education in these state supported teacher
training institutions.
W ith their new buildings and equipment, their reorgan
ized curriculums, their enlarged faculties, and their degree
granting authority, these four teachers colleges are now in a
position to render an enriched service to the elementary
schools of Alabama.
T o this great task the State Teachers College at Jackson
ville rededicates its enlarged resources.
The State Teachers College at Jacksonville proposes to
lead its students to a better understanding of the child, his na
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ture and his needs; to a more thorough scholarship in the
subject matter which they will teach; and to finer teaching
skills and techniques through directed teaching.
This professional leadership is the chief function of the
State Teachers College at Jacksonville.
Incidentally, however, this teachers college provides a
generous, plentiful, and liberal education; and now confers a
degree which will furnish a satisfactory basis for graduate
work in recognized graduate schools of the country.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
Applicants may be admitted to the State Teachers Col
leges of Alabama by certificates or by examination, or by a
combination of the two. Certificates of high school credits
from recognized authorities are accepted for full value, but
all credits offered must be properly certified by such authori
ties. In lieu of acceptable certificates applicants must pass
satisfactory examinations upon such subjects as may be pre
scribed by the committee on admission.
1. Admission by Certificates.— Graduates from ac
credited high schools may be admitted without examination
by presenting:
a. A certificate of graduation and an official state
ment of credits.
b. A certificate showing credit for fifteen units and
four years of attendance in high schools. If the
certificate shows only three years of high school
attendance, the applicant must take entrance ex
aminations on three units of work in fourth year
high school subjects. If the certificate covers three
and a half years’ attendance, he must take exam
inations on one unit.
No applicant for entrance to the freshman class will be
credited with more than fifteen units earned in high school,
and no applicant who is not a graduate of a standard high
school will be credited with more than four units for any one
year’s work done in the high school. Graduates of high schools
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in other states receive the same credit in the Alabama Teach
ers Colleges that is allowed them by their own state accredit
ing agencies.
2. Admission by Both Certificate and Examination.—
Applicants from non-accredited schools who present satisfac
tory certificates covering the work required for admission to
the freshman class may be exempted from some of the en
trance examinations, provided the committee on admission
believes the character of the school justifies such exemption.
In all such cases, however, applicants must pass examinations
upon the following subjects: rhetoric and composition, 1 unit;
English classics, 1 unit; history of literature, 1 unit; algebra,
1 unit; geometry, 1 unit; history, 1 unit.
3. By Examination.— Applicants who do not present
satisfactory certificates are required to earn by examination
fifteen units upon such subjects as may be prescribed by the
committee on admission. Such applicants are referred to the
chairman of this committee for further information.
4. Experienced Teachers.— Experienced teachers over
twenty-one years of age may be admitted for such work as
they are qualified to take; but before receiving a diploma or a
degree they must meet all requirements for entrance and grad
uation. Experience alone will not be accepted for entrance,
nor will it be credited towards graduation except that obtained
as practice teaching in the training school.
5. Transferring from Other Schools.— Students wishing
to transfer to this College must present to the committee on
admission a certificate of honorable discharge from the insti
tution from which they come. They should also present their
certified credits for the purpose of having them evaluated.
6. Former Students and Teachers College Degrees.—
Former students of this institution desiring to continue their
work here for a degree will be adjusted to the new course with
out loss of time to them, and if they have earned credits else
where since their graduation here, such credits will be accepted
for full value if properly certified, if such credits can be con
sidered equivalent to similar courses offered here.
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REGISTRATION
All students must register and pay entrance fees before
being admitted to classes. The procedure of registering and
classifying will be explained to the student at the time of reg
istration. Members of the classification committee and other
members of the faculty advise with the students in regard to
their program of studies. It is urgent that a student register
and classify during the days set apart for that purpose. Those
applying for late registration are required to pay a late regis
tration fee of $2.00.
CLASSIFICATION
High school credits or credits for advanced standing from
other colleges should be forwarded to the institution previ
ous to the student’s arrival for registration. However, a stu
dent whose credits have been delayed may be given temporary
classification. This classification may be withdrawn by the
institution if the student is unable to secure proposed credits.
The passage of students from one class to another auto
matically determines their eligibility as candidates for teach
ers’ certificates, but all work must be completed in the re
spective curriculums before they are eligible as candidates
for graduation with either a diploma or a degree.
A student is classified according to the number of hours
of credit accepted by the institution toward graduation. Stu
dents with 48 hours credit are classified as sophomores; 102
hours classified as juniors; and 150 hours classified as seniors.
STUDENT LOAD
The student who is registering with the institution for
the first time will not be permitted to register for more than
the normal load; that is, 15 hours for first quarter freshmen
and 18 hours thereafter for freshmen and sophomores and 16
hours for juniors and seniors. Students who have made an
average grade of B or better during the previous quarter may
register for two additional hours of work for the following
quarter.
The minimum load is considered to be 12 hours for the
quarter except by special permission of the president or desig
nated officer.
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CLASS SIZE
The institution reserves the privilege of withdrawing any
course for which less than ten students have enrolled. Large
classes will be closed or divided into sections whenever it is
deemed that the interests of the students will be better sub
served in that way.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
General Statement.— There are two kinds of graduation,
one with a diploma and certificate and the other with a degree
and certificate. The former requires the completion of two
years and the latter four. There are also in general two kinds
of curriculums, one a four-year divided curriculum and the
other a four-year continuous curriculum. The one is intended
to accommodate those who can remain in school for only a
short time and the other for those who are fortunate enough
to pursue an unbroken curriculum for four years. Those who
graduate with a diploma at the end of two years may com
plete the third and fourth years at their convenience and ob
tain the degree.
Graduation with Diploma.—Applicants for graduation at
the end of the second year of the divided curriculum must
complete satisfactorily all subjects chosen and must earn 105
quarter hours and 105 quality points. In addition to those re
quirements they must show such character and habits as will
fit them for safe leadership of the young life committed to
their care. When these conditions are met, applicants are en
titled to a diploma and a six-year certificate, which may be
come permanent after teaching successfully for four years.
These students may earn a degree by completing the other
two years whenever it may suit their convenience.
Graduation with Degree.— Applicants for full graduation
from either curriculum must complete satisfactorily all sub
jects chosen and must earn 201 quarter hours and 201 quality
points. They must also possess such character and habits as
can be approved by the college authorities. Meeting all of
these conditions will entitle applicants to a B. S. degree and a
six-year certificate, which becomes permanent after four
years of successful teaching.
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Resident Requirements.— No student will be permitted
to graduate with either a diploma or a degree with less than
a year of full time residence work. At least two quarters of
work immediately preceding the meeting of requirements for
the degree should be done in residence. While not absolutely
necessary, it is highly desirable that this residence work be
done consecutively and in the same scholastic year.
Not more than one-fourth of the required work may be
done through extension courses, nor may any more than onehalf of that (or one-eighth of the whole) be done through cor
respondence courses.
Directed Teaching.— No student will be graduated with
either a diploma or a degree who has not completed at least
90 clock hours of supervised (or directed) teaching.
QUALITY POINTS
Quality points are earned upon the following basis: For
each grade of A, 3 points; for each B, 2 points; and for each
C, 1 point. Grade A represents 90% to 100%; Grade B, 80%
to 89% ; and Grade C, 70% to 79%. Grades 60 to 69 are pass
able, but they do not earn any quality points, and before one
can graduate, he must earn as many quality points as hours
required by the course from which he wishes to graduate.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The Teachers College year is divided into four quarters
of twelve weeks each. The scholastic year, or session, is di
vided into three quarters of twelve weeks each. A quarter is
a period of twelve weeks. A quarter-hour represents one reci
tation a week for twelve weeks and at least two hours of prep
aration for each recitation. Laboratory work is given only
one-half credit; that is, two hours of laboratory work is ac
cepted as the equivalent of one hour o f regular classroom
work. The arts, including drawing, music, industrial arts,
practical arts, and physical education are rated as laboratory
work.

FOUR-YEAR DIVIDED CURRICULUM FOR T H E TRAINING OF ELEM ENTARY TEACHERS
(Upon completion of the second year o f this curriculum students may graduate and receive the two-year normal
diploma which entitles them to a professional certificate good for six years. Upon completion of the fourth year a degree
is conferred and a six-year certificate is granted.)

First Year
First Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

20

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

3
3
3
3
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
1
1
1

18

23

18

3

33 W orld History (1500 to 1787).. 3
Geography o f North Am _____ 3
General B iology _______________ 4
3
Intro, to Psychology__________ 3
3
Music _________________________ 2
1
Drawing and Art Appre______ 2
1
Physical Education-------------------- 2
1

15

23

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

English — Grammar, Composi
tion and Reading____________ 4
W orld History (1787 to Pres
ent) ________________________ 3
Geography o f South Am _____ 3
General B iology _______________ 4
Educational Psychology------------ 3
Music _________________________ 2
Drawing and Art Appre---------- 2
Physical Education_____________ 2

English — Grammar, Composi
tion and Reading------------------- 4

3

Third Quarter

3

Second Year
English (Survey o f American
Literature) __________
3
American History and Govt.
to 1783_______________ _____ 3
Geography o f Europe_________ 3
The Teaching o f Reading______ 3
Directed Teaching
(5 )
or
School Management____________ 3
Music ________________________ 2
Drawing and Art Appre________ 2
Physical Education______________ 2

3
3
3
(3)
3
1
1
1
18

3

3

3
3
3

American History and Govt.
1860 to Present______________ 3
Personal Hygiene-------------------- 4
Special Elementary Methods— 3

3
3
3

5
2
2
2

3
1
1
1

Directed Teaching______________ 5
Music _________________________ 2
Drawing and Art Appre______ 2
Physical Education....... .......
2

3
1
1
1

23

18

Directed Teaching------------------Music ___________
Drawing and Art Appre______
Physical Education____________

English (Children’s Literature)
3

24

18

*W ith the permission o f the classification committee a student may elect mathematics in the straight four-year cur
riculum in lieu of this year o f W orld History.

21

21 or 23

3

English (Survey o f American
Literature) __________________3
American History and Govt.
1783-1860 _____
3
Child P sychology-------------------- 3
Special ElementaryMethods ... 3
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English — Grammar Composi
tion and Reading____________ 4
W orld History* (Ancient and
Med.) ________________
Principles o f Human Geog
raphy _______________________ 3
General B iology _______________ 4
Music _________________________ 2
Drawing and Art Appre______ 2
Physical Education____________ 2

Second Quarter

22

THIRD AND FOURTH YEAR CURRICULUM FOR TRAINING ELEM ENTARY TEACHERS W H O H A VE
HAD T W O YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING ABOVE HIGH SCHOOL
Third Year
First Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

17

3
3
6

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

English— (Survey of English
Literature) _________________ 3
/Economics ___________________ 3
Electives— (Elect T w o )_______ 6
College Algebra
French
Physiology
Industrial Art

3
3
6

Third Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

English— (Survey of English
Literature) _________________ 3
Sociology _____________________ 3
Electives— (Elect T w o )________ 6
Plane Trigonometry
French
Field Botany
Industrial Art

3
3
6

3
1

History o f Education__________ 3
Physical Education_________ ___ 2

3
1

Principles of Teaching________ 3
Physical Education_____________ 2

3
1

16

17

16

17

16

3

3

3
6

3
6

3
2

3
1

English— (Advanced Composi
tion) _______________________ 3
Recent American History, since
1900 _______________________ 3
Electives— (Elect T w o )------------ 6
Analytic Geometry
French
History o f Art
Practical Arts
Directed Teaching____________ 5
Physical Education_____________ 2

3
1

17

16

17

16

Fourth Year
English Drama_________________ 3
Modern
European
History,
1813-1871 _____
3
Electives— (Elect T w o ) _______ 6
Mathematical Analysis
French
History o f Art
Practical Arts
Tests and Measures___________ 3
Physical Education____________ 2

3

3
1

17

16

3
6

English Drama________________
Modern
European
History,
1871 to Present______________
Electives— (Elect T w o )_______
Analytic Geometry
French
History o f Art
Practical Arts
The Ele. Curriculum___________
Physical Education--------------------

3
3
6

STATE TEA CH ER S CO LLEGE

English— (Survey o f English
L ite r a tu r e )__________________ 3
Economics ____ ________________ 3
Electives— (Elect T w o )________ 6
College Algebra
French
Field Zoology
Industrial Art
Advanced Educational Psychol
ogy _________________________ 3
Physical Education_____________ 2

Second Quarter

F O U R -Y E A R

C O N T IN U O U S

CU R R ICULU M

FOR T H E TR AIN IN G OF E L E M E N T A R Y TEACH ERS

(Students taking this curriculum may not be certified until its fourth year is completed.
ferred and a six-year certificate granted.)

Then a degree is con

First Year

English — Grammar, Composiition and Reading___________ 4
W orld History (Ancient and
Med.) . ..__________
3
General Biology______________ 4
French ________________________ 3
College A lgebra_______________ 3
Physical Education____________ 2
19

Second Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

Third Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

3

English — Grammar, Composi
tion and Reading____________ 4

3

W orld History (1500-1787)___ 3
General B iolog y ______________ 4
French ________________________ 3
College Algebra______________ 3
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
3
1

W orld History (1787-Present) 3
General B iology _______________ 4
French ________________________ 3
Plane Trigonom etry... ............... 3
Physical Education........... ..........
2

3
3
3
3
1

19

16

3

English — Grammar, Composi
tion and Reading____________ 4

3
3
3
3
1
16

19

16

English (Children’s Literature) 3

3

3

American History and Govt.,
1861-Present _________________3

3

Second Year
English (Survey o f American
Literature) ____
3
American History and Govt.
to 1783_______________________ 3
Principles o f Human Geog
raphy ______________________ 3
French _______________________ 3
Field Zoology_________________ 4
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
1

Geography (N . A . ) ____________ 3
French ________________________ 3
Physiology ___________________ 4
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
1

Geography (S . A . ) ----------------- 3
French ________________________ 3
Field Botany--------------------------- 4
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
1

16

18

16

18

16

3

23

18

3

English (Survey o f American
Literature) _________________ 3
American History and Govt.,
1783-1860 ___________________ 3

3
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First Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

24

Third Year

First Quarter

Times C r.
per
Qr.
Week Hrs.

3
3
3

Geography (E u rop e)----------------- 3
Introduction to Psychology------ 3
Physical Education---------------------2

3
3
1

20

16

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

Third Quarter

Times Cr.
per Qr.
Week Hrs.

3
3
3

English (Survey o f English
Literature) _________________ 3
S o c io lo g y ---------------------------------- 3
History o f A r t __ _____________ 3

3
3
3

3
3
1

The Principles o f Teaching___ 3
Educational Psychology------------ 3
Physical Education---------------------2

3
3
1

20

16

17

16

3

English (Survey o f English
Literature) _________________ 3
Economics ______________ _____ 3
Drawing and Art Appre.______ 6
Geography of C o m m e r c i a l
Products ____________________ 3
Child Psychology______________ 3
Physical Education_____ _____
2

Fourth Year
English Drama_______________ 3
Modern European History—
1815-1871.........
3
The Teaching o f Reading_____3
School Management__ ________ 3
Music _________________________ 6
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
3
3
1

English Drama________________ 3
Modern European History—
1871-Present _________________3
Elementary Methods__________ 3
Directed Teaching_____________ 5
M u s ic ___________ _ __________ 6
Physical Education_____________ 2

20

16

22

3
3
3
3
1

English (Advanced Composi
tion) ________________________ 3
Recent
American
History—
Since 1900___________________3
Elementary Methods___________ 3
Directed Teaching____________ 5
Personal Hygiene_____________ 4
Physical Education____________ 2

3
3
3
3
1

16

20

16

Descriptions of all courses included in the two preceding curriculums may be found on pages 34-67.
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English (Survey o f English
Literature) __________________ 3
E con om ics________
3
Drawing and Art Appre______ 6

Second Quarter
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TEACHERS CERTIFICATES
The curriculums and courses described in this catalog
have been approved by the State Board of Education for the
preparation of elementary teachers in the schools of Alabama.
The type of certificate granted upon completion of each
year of the four years in the divided curriculum of the four
State Teachers Colleges is described in the following tabula
tion :
Each certificate of the several classes listed will contain
a statement authorizing its holder to accept assignment in
grades other than those assigned under “ Scope of Validity”
when in any given case such assignment may seem to the em
ploying authority and the teacher to be advisable; and when
such assignment has the written approval of the State Super
intendent of Education.
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RENEW AL AND REINSTATEMENT OF
CERTIFICATES
I. Certificates issued on examination and by transfer from
other states:
1. A certificate issued prior to July 1, 1928, may be re
newed for one-half the period of original issue on six
weeks of study in a teachers college with credit for
nine quarter hours.
2. A certificate of any date of issue may be reinstated for
the full period of original issue on twelve weeks of
study in a teachers college with credit for eighteen
quarter hours.
II. Certificates issued on credits in normal schools and col
leges :
1. A pre-normal certificate issued prior to July 1, 1928, or
a temporary certificate of any date of issue may be re
instated on twelve weeks of study in a teachers college
with eighteen quarter hours of credit. T o a pre-normal
certificate issued on July 1, 1928, or thereafter, six
weeks of study may be applied in part fulfillment of
requirements stated in its face for reinstatement.
2. A certificate issued to a graduate of a normal school
or a college prior to July 1, 1928, may be reinstated
for the period of original issue on six weeks of study in
a teachers college with nine quarter hours of credit or
exchanged for a permanent one on the basis of four
years of successful teaching in the schools of Alabama.
A certificate issued on this basis on July 1, 1928, or
thereafter may be exchanged for a permanent one on
four years of successful teaching in the schools of
Alabama or reinstated for the period of original issue
on twelve weeks of study in a college if its holder is
not eligible for a permanent one.
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THE EXTENSION DIVISION
The extension division is a very important part of the
college. It functions in a variety of ways. The details of its
various activities, the courses offered and benefits to be de
rived therefrom are set forth in an annual bulletin by the di
vision in September.
In general, its purpose is to look after and do the work of
the College in the field. Courses of study are offered in vari
ous convenient places for the benefit and convenience of
teachers in service, credit for which is given on courses in the
Teachers College and by the State Department of Education
in renewing teachers’ certificates.
The Teachers College through the extension division
aims to be represented at each of the county institutes held
in its territory for the purpose of assisting in every way pos
sible the work of the institutes.
In addition to these activities, the extension division as
sists in any educational activity where its services are needed
or desired. Among these lines of service are aid in the organi
zation and conduct of reading circle groups, follow-up work
with normal school graduates and former students, assisting
superintendents in planning work, consolidation projects,
etc., delivering commencement addresses, organizing or ad
dressing community clubs and societies, and bringing the aid
of the Teachers College to any who may need its services.
Teachers in service have the privilege of taking extension
courses that are accepted as substitute for similar courses of
fered in residence.
THE TRAINING SCHOOL
The Teachers College maintains a training school in
which its students in training are given experience in the ap
plication of the principles taught them in college classes. No
student will be permitted to graduate with either a two-year
diploma and teacher’s certificate or a degree and certificate
who has not done at least 90 clock hours of satisfactory teach
ing in the training school under the direction and supervision
of training school and critic teachers.
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THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The summer school, which has grown to be an important
factor in modern education, is of coordinate rank and value
with the other quarters of the scholastic year. Being designed
for the especial benefit of teachers in service— teachers with
both experience and maturity— the courses are administered
with greater freedom than would be possible or advisable for
younger students. During this quarter credits may be earned
towards graduation, or used in securing, extending, or renew
ing certificates. The summer quarter also offers fine oppor
tunities for bringing school officials into close personal con
tact with the most progressive and best trained teachers for
their school systems.
Special summer school bulletins are issued by the Teach
ers College each spring, and those who are interested should
write for copies.
LECTURE COURSES
For the purpose of enriching and widening the field of
opportunity for its students, the College each year brings a
selected group of lecturers and educational leaders repre
senting the various phases of human endeavor. In this way,
students come in contact with some of the makers of world
history, and thus, in a measure, become a part of the history
which they are helping to make.
EXPENSES
Board in dormitories, $60.00 per quarter.
Incidental fee, $20.00 per quarter.
Textbooks estimated at $10.00 to $15.00 per annum.
Estimate for 9 months, $250.00 to $300.00.
The incidental fee is paid for a quarter of three months
at the beginning of the quarter, and is not subject to refund.
In addition to the fees mentioned above, graduates with
diplomas pay a fee of $5.00 and graduates with degrees pay a
fee of $10.00.
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Students residing in other states must either sign an obli
gation to teach two years in Alabama or pay an extra fee of
$15.00 per quarter.
BOARDING
All of the State Teachers Colleges are provided with well
equipped, modern dormitories for girls, and the rates for ac
commodations are uniform. They are as follow s:
For one quarter of three months, $60.00, which includes
room, heat, lights, and table board.
All boarding girls must board in the dormitories as long
as there is room for them unless, for special reasons, the Pres
ident permits other arrangements.
Students withdrawing for unavoidable reasons have the
unused part of board refunded. The school will have to de
cide when the withdrawal is unavoidable, and in calculating
the amount of the refund, the following rates are charged for
board: for a month, $20.00; for less than a month and more
than a week, $6.00 per week; for less than a week, $1.25 per
day. No deductions are allowed for absence of a shorter time
than two weeks.
No room is reserved until the reservation fee of $1.00 has
been paid, this $1.00 to be credited upon the first month’s
board.
Students should furnish for room use 1 white spread, 2
pillow cases, 1 pair of blankets, 4 sheets, 1 comfort, 2 clothes
bags, 6 towels, 6 napkins, all of which should be plainly
marked with student’s name. Bedding material should be
for single beds.
Neither relatives nor other friends are permitted to lodge
in the dormitories and all outsiders are limited to the parlors
when visiting students.
Students who cannot be accomodated in the dormitories
board in town at places selected or approved by the President
of the school. For rates in private homes, write the President.
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All boarding students, whether in the dormitories or in
private homes, are subject to the same general rules and regu
lations.
No student is permitted to board at any house where the
regulations governing the conduct of students are not adopted
and maintained as the law of the house. All boarding houses
must be approved by the President.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
“ Every pupil in the Teachers Colleges of Alabama, in ad
dition to complying with the requirements fixed by this Board
for entrance into said school will be required to render strict
obedience to all the rules and regulations for the government
of the schools and for the conduct of the pupils thereof. The
pupils shall conduct themselves in a manner becoming future
teachers in the public schools of Alabama, and will be ex
pected to show a spirit of loyalty to the institution they attend,
and give willing and ready obedience to the president and
faculty in charge of the schools. Acts of insubordination, and
defiance of authority, and conduct prejudicial to discipline
and the welfare of the school will constitute grounds for sus
pension or expulsion from school.”
“ Pupils denied admittance to one teachers college for
cause shall not be admitted to another teachers college.”
“ Pupils may be expelled from any of the Teachers Col
leges :
a. For willful disobedience to the rules and regulations
established for the conduct of the schools.
b. For willful and continued neglect of studies and
continued failure to maintain the standards of effi
ciency required by the rules and regulations.
c. For conduct prejudicial to the school and for con
duct unbecoming a student or future teacher in the
schools of Alabama, for insubordination and insur
rection, or for inciting other pupils to like conduct.
d. For any conduct involving moral turpitude.”
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Besides the foregoing general rules of the Board, the
Teachers Colleges have adopted the following regulations:
Regularity and promptness of attendance upon school
duties are required.
Students must not at any time visit places of dissipation.
Visiting places of amusement is prohibited whenever it
interferes with the work of the student.
Students who are absent from regular examinations are
required to make them up at the earliest possible time. No
promotions are made save by examinations, upon each of
which a minimum grade of 60 per cent is required.
The faculty and student council have general control over
the students, and make such other rules as conditions seem
to demand.
SUGGESTIONS TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
1. Students wishing to matriculate should, if possible,
send in advance of their arrival an official transcript of their
credits in order to facilitate registration and classification. If
this procedure is impracticable, students should bring with
them certified credits, diplomas, certified statements of gradu
ation, testimonials of former teachers, and any letters concern
ing their matriculation or credits.
2. Board should be engaged as early as possible. This
should be done through the President of the College. For
board in the dormitories, reservations will be made only by
depositing $1.00.
3. Students should write to the President several days
in advance of their arrival in order to insure proper arrange
ments for their reception.
4. Baggage should be checked through to the College and
marked in its care. Students should hold baggage checks and
turn them over to the school authorities upon arrival. Since
baggage may be delayed, they should bring, in a suit case,
such bed linen and toilet articles as may be needed at once.
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5. Enough money to pay entrance fees, board, and books
should be brought for immediate use.
6. All mail should be addressed in care of the State
Teachers College, and all valuable mail should be registered.
7. Prospective students should study this entire bulletin
carefully, and if they fail to find in it all the information de
sired, or if they do not understand its statements, they should
write the President for more information.
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C O U R SES O F IN S T R U C T IO N

DEPARTM ENT OF BIO LO GY
Mr. A rn old

M r. Burns

101. General Biology. Three quarter hours credit. 2
hours laboratory and 2 recitations a week. First quarter.
Required of all freshmen. The purposes of this course are:
(a) to give an understanding of the general principles and
theories of biology, and (b) to develop scientific attitudes
which may enable the teacher to evaluate educational theories
and problems. The major topics which will be treated are:
organisms as living machines; the characteristics of proto
plasm ; the more fundamental principles of plant and animal
organization; the physiological aspect of b iology; the activi
ties of plants and animals as manifestations of the character
istics of protoplasm as affected by the materials out of which
the organisms are composed and the environmental conditions
to which they are subjected.
102. General Biology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 hours
laboratory and 2 recitations a week. Second quarter. Re
quired of all freshmen.
Prerequisite: Biology 101. This
course is a continuation of Biology 101. It takes up a number
of special phases of biology and elaborates on some of those
considered in the first quarter. The topics covered are:
growth, metamorphosis, development; regeneration of lost
parts; reproduction; mechanics of inheritance; chemical cor
relation ; design of life form s; the cycle of life ; death pro
cesses.
103. General Biology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 hours lab
oratory and 2 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required
of all freshmen. Prerequisite: Biology 102. This course is a
continuation of Biology 102. The topics covered are: nervous
phenomena, reaction of lower organisms to controlled stimuli,
interrelations of organisms, adjustment of organisms to en
vironment, parasitism, immunizing processes, comparative
bio-chemistry of man and other mammals.
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201. Field Zoology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and a field trip of 2 hours laboratory a week. First quarter.
Required of sophomores taking the continuous four-year cur
riculum. Prerequisite: General Biology 103. The purposes of
this course are: (a) to give the student a biological knowl
edge o f the common animal life of Alabama, and (b) to teach
the economic importance of this animal life. The field work
consists of excursions to typical animal habitats for the pur
pose of collecting, identifying, and noting ecological condi
tions. A few specimens will be preserved and studied in de
tail.
202. Physiology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and 2 hours laboratory a week. Second quarter. Required of
sophomores taking the continuous four-year curriculum. This
course gives the student a biological knowledge of the struc
ture, function, and hygiene of the human organs concerned
with digestion, circulation, respiration, metabolism, excretion,
nervous and muscular activity, and reproduction.
203. Field Botany. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and a field trip or 2 hours laboratory a week. Third quarter.
Required of sophomores taking the continuous four-year cur
riculum. Prerequisite: General biology 103. This course
develops a knowledge of the local flora, gives the ability to
use botanical manuals, and acquaints students with the ecology
of plant habitats. Students will identify a minimum of twentyfive trees, ten ornamental shrubs, and one hundred herbs.
Specimens collected on field trips will be studied in as much
detail as time will permit.
301.
Field Zoology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and a field trip or 2 hours laboratory periods a week. First
quarter. Elective for juniors in the divided curriculum. The
purposes of this course are: (a) to give the student a biolog
ical knowledge of the common animal life of Alabama, and
(b) to teach the economic importance of this animal life. The
field work consists of excursions to typical animal habitats
for the purpose of collecting, identifying, and noting ecolog
ical conditions. A few specimens will be preserved and
studied in detail. Students will be encouraged to prepare col
lections which will be of use in the elementary school.
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302. Physiology. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and 2 hours laboratory a week. Second quarter. Elective for
juniors in the divided curriculum. The purpose of this course
is to give the student a biological knowledge of the structure,
function, and hygiene of the human organs concerned with
digestion, circulation, respiration, metabolism, excretion, nerv
ous and muscular activity, and reproduction.
303. Field Botany. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations
and a field trip of 2 hours laboratory a week. Third quarter.
Elective for juniors in the divided curriculum. This course
develops a knowledge of the local flora, gives an ability to use
botanical manuals, and acquaints students with the ecology
of plant habitats. Students will identify a minimum of twentyfive trees, ten ornamental shrubs, and one hundred herbs.
Specimens collected on field trips will be studied in as much
detail as time will permit. Students will be encouraged to
prepare collections which will be of use in the elementary
school.
D EPARTM EN T OF ED U CATIO N
Miss Randolph
Mr. Riser
Mr. Self
Miss W eir
Dr. W ood
Miss Workman

Miss Bullock
Miss Easley
Miss Huger
Mr. Landers
Mr. McCluer
Miss Mitchell
M r. W orth y

201. The Teaching of Reading. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of sophomores
taking the divided four-year curriculum. This course is
planned to enable teachers to understand and apply the psy
chology of learning in the teaching of reading, to discover
needs, to set up attainable goals in terms of needs, to estab
lish desirable reading habits, to inspire a permanent interest
in reading, and to measure progress. The topics treated are:
the psychology of the reading progress, habit formation in
reading, comprehension and speed, diagnosis of reading needs,
selection of objectives, selection and adaptation of material,
demonstrations of types of procedure, standard and informal
testing in measuring progress.
202. Special Elementary Methods. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all sopho-
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mores taking the divided four-year curriculum. The purpose
of this course is to guide the students in applying psycholog
ical principles to the organizing of subject matter in terms of
the children’s needs; in judging subject matter in terms of
children’s needs, with the course of study as a guide; in de
termining desirable outcomes; in measuring progress in the
attainment of outcom es; in selecting and evaluating materials
to be used in the teaching situation; in analyzing a learning
situation; and in becoming acquainted with the training
school. The topics included in the course are: W ays of deter
mining children’s needs; desirable outcomes; selection of
units of teaching according to definite standards; organiza
tion of definite units; small unit planning in relation to large
unit planning; types of learning exercises; observation and
follow-up conferences; and the checking of results of teach
ing. The units of work in this course will be selected from
social studies in the early grades, and from history, geography,
and science in the middle grades.
203. Special Elementary Methods. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all sopho
mores taking the divided four-year curriculum. This course
is a continuation of 202 Special Elementary Methods. The
units of work in this course will be selected from arithmetic,
language, writing, and spelling in the early grades and in the
middle grades. Emphasis will be placed on arithmetic.
211. Directed Teaching. 3 quarter hours credit. Five
hours a week. First quarter, sophomore year. This quarter
of teaching may be prescribed by the institution for all sopho
mores of the divided four-year curriculum instead of Educa
tion 221, School Management. Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Purposes and activities are those stated for Educa
tion 212 below.
212. Directed Teaching. 3 quarter hours credit. 5 hours
a week. Second quarter. Required of all sophomores in di
vided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Sophomore stand
ing. Purposes: to apply under expert direction the princi
ples of teaching learned from psychology, special methods,
and observation of teaching; to acquire a consciousness of the
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need of daily preparation for teaching; to gain an understand
ing of the influence of learning situations and of contributing
factors such as good school-housekeeping and classroom or
ganization; to acquire skill in teaching through experience
under expert direction; to experience a feeling of confidence
in the worth of educational theory in dealing with practical
situations; and to acquire in the training school an under
standing of a teacher’ s professional relations. Activities of the
student teacher during this quarter in addition to teaching an
assigned subject for the equivalent of one hour each day will
consist of lesson planning, frequent individual and group con
ferences with supervisors, and regular professional meetings
with all other student teachers.
213. Directed Teaching. 3 quarter hours credit. 5 hours
a week. Third quarter. Required of all sophomores in the
divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Education 212.
Purposes and activities are the same as described for Educa
tion 212.
221. School Management. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Required of all sophomores
taking the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Sopho
more standing. (The institution may replace this course by
requiring three quarters of directed teaching of all pupils in
stead of the two quarters regularly required.) The purpose of
this course is to give an understanding of the duties of a
teacher in the operation of a school beyond the problems of
classroom instruction; the relation of the individual teacher to
school officers and boards of education; the ethics of the
teaching profession; the school laws of Alabama and regula
tions under which teachers w ork ; the organization and financ
ing of education in Alabama; the relation of teachers to par
ents and community. A desired outcome of the course is the
development of an attitude toward the profession of teaching
and its attendant responsibilities which will enable the teacher
to make adjustments to individual teaching situations. The
topics treated are teachers’ code of ethics, teachers’ voluntary
organizations, position appointment and assignment of teach
ers, teachers’ meetings, school attendance of pupils, records
and reports, relations to supervisory officers, improvement
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of teachers in service, school health problems, the dealing
with parents and community, transportation of pupils, care of
school property, the keeping and the beautifying of buildings
and grounds, classification and promotion of pupils, physical
conditions of the school building, educational organization in
Alabama, and financing of education in Alabama.
302. History of Education. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Required of juniors in the
divided four-year curriculum. The purposes of this course
are to study the development of the institutions and social
conditions which will furnish a sound approach to the educa
tional problems of the present day; to study modern move
ments and theories in education and consider their relative
value in the education of the child of the present time; to de
velop an understanding of and appreciation for the contribu
tions of outstanding educational leaders, whose influence is
recognized in present day elementary education. The topics
treated are: education in the colonial period, the rise of the
public school system in New England, early state attitudes
toward education, education in the South before 1860, the
normal school movement, changing conceptions of elementary
education as promoted by educational leaders, the teachers
college movement, the growth of teaching as a profession, and
the educational awakening in the South.
303. Principles of Teaching. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all juniors in
the divided four-year curriculum. This is an integrating
course intended to bring together as an organic whole all the
details of educational theory and practice represented in the
preceding courses in education, and to leave the student with
a unified body of educational principles to the end that a tech
nique of teaching supported by scientific laws and psycholog
ical principles be acquired. The topics treated are: the aims
of education; the development of the various conceptions of
educational values; specific types of lessons, development,
drill procedure, problem solving, the development of appre
ciation; the correlation of subject matter through projects;
the doctrine of interest; character education; principles of
method; discipline; standards of judging teaching; supervis
ed and directed study.
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401. Tests and Measurements. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all seniors in
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Psychology
102 and 103. The purposes of this course are (a) to give an
appreciation of accurate measurements in education, (b) to
give a knowledge of the best standardized tests in intelligence
and achievement and their use in the schoolroom, and (c) to
develop the right attitude toward the use of standardized
tests. The topics treated are: history of the development of
educational tests and measurements; nature and classification
of tests; general values of educational measurements; the im
portance and requirements of greater accuracy in educational
measurements; the limitations and improvements of teachers’
examinations and marks; limitations of standardized tests;
criteria for selecting standardized tests; construction of ob
jective tests; instruction for giving tests; using the results
for such purposes as reclassification of children, making pro
motions and diagnoses, and measuring the efficiency of
schools; the use of tests as a teaching device; written descrip
tion of several tests in which the student is especially intertested; practical application of the principles to a school sit
uation.
402. The Elementary Curriculum. 3 hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Required of seniors in the
divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
The purposes of this course are: T o understand the history
and growth of the elementary school curriculum; to compre
hend the problem of organization of subjects for economy of
time and related content; to understand the contribution of
each school subject to the education of children; to under
stand the relation of the school subjects to modern social
needs; to be able to set up objectives for a given period of
teaching in terms of the school subjects; to be able to organ
ize large units of teaching in the various school subjects; and
to recognize changing social needs and changing concepts of
education as bases of curriculum organization. The state
manual of the course of study and the textbook used in the
state will be used in connection with the development of the
following topics: movements in curriculum building, relation
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of the school subjects to life, collection of curriculum ma
terials from various sources, the function of each school sub
ject, relation of the school subjects to each other, objectives
as the basis of planning for teaching, reorganization and
simplification of the curriculum, economy of time in teaching
and organizing large units of subject matter for teaching, and
planning for pupil activity.
403. Directed Teaching. 3 quarter hours credit. 5 hours
a week. Third quarter, senior year. Required of all seniors
of the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: Senior
standing. This is an advanced quarter of directed teaching.
It uses the experiences of the field and those from additional
courses in educational theory as bases for intensified and con
centrated teaching of an advanced type.
D E P A R T M E N T O F E N G L IS H
Miss A rm ou r
Mr. H endrix

Mrs. T aylor
Mr. W atson

101. Grammar, Composition, and Reading. 3 quarter
hours credit. 4 recitations a week. First quarter. Required
of all freshmen. The purposes of this course are (a) to give
a mastery of the fundamental principles of formal grammar,
and to make correct usage habitual; (b) to develop the ability
to read silently with greater speed and comprehension, and
to read aloud intelligently and attractively; (c) to develop
ability to think logically. This course consists of (a) enough
formal grammar to enable the student to teach the elementary
grades, to give him a sure foundation for his own usage, and
to give much drill in application of the principles taught; (b)
the mechanics of written composition and the writing of many
themes; (c) practice in oral and silent reading in class, effec
tive use of the dictionary, pronunciation and enunciation drills,
vocabulary building, instruction and practice in the use of the
library for general reading, directed library reading and re
ports on it.
102. Grammar, Composition, and Reading. 3 quarter
hours credit. 4 recitations a week. Second quarter. Re
quired of all freshmen. Prerequisite: 101 Grammar, Compo
sition, and Reading. The purpose of this course is to develop
skill in composition, both oral and written. It deals principal
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ly with exposition. The stress is upon diction, sentence struc
ture, organization of thought, outlining, the writing of various
types of paragraphs and of longer compositions, the continua
tion of drill in correct usage. The reading is a continuation of
101 Grammar, Composition, and Reading.
103.
Grammar, Composition, and Reading. 3 quarter
hours credit. 4 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of
all freshmen. Prerequisite: 102 Grammar, Composition, and
Reading. The purposes of this course shift from mere cor
rectness to effectiveness in oral and written composition. This
course deals principally with narration and description. A
study is made of the principles underlying narration and de
scription. Much practice is given in oral and written compo
sition stressing artistic production. The reading is a continu
ation of the work in 102 Grammar, Composition, and Reading.
201. Survey of American Literature. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all
sophomores. The purposes of this course are (a) to trace the
development of American literature, and (b) to understand it
as an expression of the national life of America. An addi
tional purpose is to direct attention to American literature
suitable for elementary grades. This course consists of a sur
vey of American literature from colonial times to about 1870.
The emphasis is on the literature itself, with sufficient biogra
phy and history to make the literature intelligible.
202. Survey of American Literature. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all
sophomores. This course is a continuation of 201 Survey of
American Literature, and covers the literature from 1870 to
the present day.
203. Children’s Literature. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Required of all sophomores.
The purposes of this course are: (a) to familarize the pros
pective teachers with the body of literature suitable for the
elementary grades, and (b) to build up a psychological foun
dation for selection of children’s literature. This course con
sists of a study of the various types of grade literature and of
the various forms of creative return from the children. In ad
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dition the students will collect and list various material to be
used in vitalizing the course; will evaluate different editions,
and will make bibliographies of children’s books. The course
may be differentiated into Literature for the Primary Grades
and Literature for the Intermediate Grades.
301. Survey of English Literature. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all juniors.
The purposes of this course are (a) to acquaint the students
with the chronological development of English literature, (b)
to establish criteria for judging good literature and to culti
vate a liking for it, (c) to enrich the student’s life with the
thoughts and ideals expressed in great literature, and (d) to
encourage creative writing. This course consists of a study
of the various types of English literature from “ Beowulf” to
the 18th century exclusive of drama.
302. Survey of English Literature. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all juniors.
The purposes of this course are the same as those of 301 Sur
vey of English Literature. This course consists of a study of
the various types of prose literature from the 18th century to
the present.
303. Survey of English Literature. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of
all juniors. The purposes of this course are the same as those
of 301 Survey of English Literature. This course consists of
a study of the various types of poetry from the 18th century
to the present.
401. English Drama. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. First quarter. Required of all seniors. The pur
poses o f this course are (a) to help the students to under
stand and enjoy the plays studied, (b) to find in these plays
the customs and ideals of the time which produced them, (c)
to develop in the students the ability and desire to do inde
pendent study of drama. This course consists of (a) the his
tory of the English drama from the beginnings to Shake
speare, (b) dramatic background for appreciation of Shake
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speare, (c) critical reading of specimens of medieval drama,
and (d) the careful study of several of the lighter plays of
Shakespeare.
402. English Drama. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. Second quarter. Required of all seniors. The
purposes of this course are the same as those of 401 English
Drama. This course consists of several typical pre-Shake
spearian tragedies, of a critical study of at least two of Shake
speare’s tragedies, and if time allows the reading of some sig
nificant modern dramas.
403. Advanced Composition. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all seniors.
The purposes of this course are (a) to develop the ability to
write convincingly on current questions, (b ) to participate in
telligently in general discussions and debates, (c) to speak ef
fectively in the many situations the teacher is ordinarily re
quired to meet, (d) to preside at various public functions, and
(e) to give to any student showing pronounced talent the op
portunity to do creative writing. This course consists of
much practice in writing and speaking based upon the study
of current questions as discussed in the better class of maga
zines and the study of articles by writers of recognized ability.
DEPARTM ENT OF FRENCH
M rs. A rn old

101. Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Required of freshmen taking
the continuous four-year curriculum. For students who enter
without French, or with one year high school French. The
purpose of this course is to establish the ability to read and
understand easy French. Emphasis is placed on phonetics,
grammar, and laboratory conversation. Direct Method.
102. Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Required of freshmen tak
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ing the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French
101 or its equivalent. Continuation of French 101. Direct
Method.
103. Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Required of freshmen taking
the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French
102 or the equivalent. Continuation of French 102. Easy
readings.
201. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Required of sophomores tak
ing the four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: One year of
college French. The purpose of the course is to develop by
laboratory technique, fluency and accuracy in the execution
of all constructions; to stress grammar, phonetics, theme
writing, short stories, conversation, French idioms. Direct
Method is used.
202. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Required of sophomores
taking the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite:
French 201 or the equivalent. Continuation of French 201r
theme writing, dictation, selected readings from standard
writers. Direct Method is used.
203. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Required of sophomores tak
ing the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French
202 or its equivalent. Continuation of French 202. Reading
of more difficult selections from standard writers. Written
and oral reports on collateral reading.
301.
Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Elective for juniors taking the
divided four-year curriculum. For students who enter without
French or with one year high school French. The purpose of
the course is to develop the ability to read and understand
easy French. The course will exemplify lesson for lesson the
first third of the elements of grammar. Emphasis is placed on
phonetics, aural-oral training, and laboratory conversation.
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302. Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Elective for juniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French 301
or its equivalent. Continuation of French 301. Second third
of the elements of grammar. Direct Method is used.
303. Elementary French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Elective for juniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French 302
or its equivalent. Continuation of French 302. Reading of
easy French.
401. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Elective for seniors taking the
divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: One year of col
lege French. The purpose of the course is to develop fluency
and accuracy by laboratory technique in the execution of all
constructions. This course covers: a grammar review of
articles, possessives, demonstratives, interrogatives, relatives,
adjectives, adverbs, partitives, conjunctive and disjunctive
pronouns, and auxiliaries; theme writing, short stories, and
dictation.
402. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Elective for seniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French 401
or its equivalent. Continued stress on pronunciation and un
derstanding of spoken French. Continued grammar review
placing emphasis on verbs, active and passive, indicative and
subjunctive moods, infinitives and participles; theme writing,
dictation, selected readings from standard writers, and study
of French idioms.
403. Intermediate French. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Elective for seniors taking the
divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: French 402 or its
equivalent. Continuation of French 402. Reading of more dif
ficult selections from standard writers, written and oral sum
maries on collateral reading, which will consist of easy French
novels, short stories, and plays.
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D EPARTM EN T OF GEOGRAPHY
M r. A rn old

M r. Glazner

101. Principles of Human Geography. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all
freshmen taking the divided four-year curriculum. The pur
poses of this course are: to develop the ability to think geo
graphically, to give an appreciation and understanding of the
importance of geography in its relations to the objectives of
a general education, to give the knowledge needed to inter
pret and enjoy the commonplace things of life, and to give a
knowledge of some of the fundamentals of the earth’s charac
teristics, such as climate, soils, land and water bodies, so that
man’s adjustments to these elements may be successfully in
terpreted. The topics treated are: land forms, climate, soils,
surface and underground waters, mineral deposits, natural
vegetation, and the relation of these elements of the geo
graphic environment to man.
102. Geography of North America. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of
freshmen taking the divided four-year curriculum. Prereq
uisite: 101 Principles of Human Geography. The purposes
of this course are: to show how the people of North America
are influenced by their natural environment, in living where
they do, in the activities in which they are engaged, in the
evolution of distinctive human characteristics, and in their
thinking, concerning social, political, and economic questions
of local, national, or international import, and to give a knowl
edge of the geographic factors of the continent necessary to
an intelligent understanding of historic events and movements
of people. The topics treated are: a regional study of the con
tinent emphasizing the principal economic activities of the in
habitants of distinctive human-use regions, such as the Cot
ton Belt, the Corn Belt, the Northeastern Urban Region, the
subtropical Coast Region, and the Rocky Mountain and Pa
cific Coast Regions, in relation to the earth environment of
each area. The geographic regions of Canada, Mexico, and
Central America will receive minor consideration.
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103. Geography of South America. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all freshmen
taking the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 101
Principles of Human Geography. The purposes of this course
a re: to study the geographic environment of the various coun
tries of South America in order to interpret man’s adjust
ments to the several geographic regions; to understand the
geographic factors involved in the recent commercial develop
ment of the South American republics; and to bring about
more friendly relations between the peoples of the United
States and South America. The topics covered are: the gen
eral geographic background of South America, the Amazon
Rain-Forest, the Pampas, the Valley of Central Chile, the
Bolivian Highlands, the Llanos, the commercial position of
South America.
201. Geography of Europe. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Required of all sophomores tak
ing the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 101
Principles of Human Geography. The purposes of this course
are (a) to interpret the economic activities and consequent
political and social attitudes of the inhabitants of the several
European countries, (b) to give a knowledge concerning the
geography of current international problems, (c) to develop
an appreciation of the geographical factors that will bring
about more friendly relations between the peoples of the
United States and Europe. The topics covered are: the
geographic setting, the Central Plains, industrial Northwest
ern Europe, the Mediterranean Region, the Balkan Region,
the mountain environments, and the Arctic Plains.
204. Principles of Human Geography. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all
sophomores taking the continuous four-year curriculum. The
purposes of this course are the same as in 101 Principles of
Human Geography.
205. Geography of North America. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of sophomores
taking the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite:
204 Principles of Human Geography. The purposes of this
course are the same as in 102 Geography of North America.
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206. Geography of South America. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all sopho
mores taking the continuous four-year curriculum. Prereq
uisite: 204 Principles of Human Geography. The purposes
of this course are the same as in 103 Geography of South
America.
301. Geography of Europe. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. First quarter. Required of all juniors taking
the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 204 Prin
ciples of Human Geography. The purposes of this course are
the same as in 201 Geography of Europe.
302. Geography of Commercial Products. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of
juniors taking the continuous four-year curriculum. Prereq
uisite: 101 Principles of Human Geography. The purposes
of this course are: (a) to interpret man’s utilization of earth
resources in his efforts to make a living, (b) to give a knowl
edge of the chief industries by which people exploit the farm,
forest, mine, and sea and of the leading routes by which com
modities move from producing to consuming areas, (c) to
emphasize the basic industries in the United States from a
world view point. The topics treated are: (a) the relation of
crop production to soil, climate, and economic factors and the
effects of natural resources, location, transportation, labor,
capital, and markets on the development of industries; (b)
geographic factors involved in the exchange of products; (c)
great trade routes of the w orld; (d) centers of commerce and
commercial development; (e) relation of physical factors to
human endeavor.
D EPARTM EN T OF H E A L TH AND PH YSICAL ED UCATIO N
Mr. Stephenson

M iss Stewart

101. Volley Ball. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations a week.
First quarter. Required of all freshmen. The subject matter
of this course includes: Newcomb, relays, one-bound volley
ball, giant volley ball, and volley ball.
102. Rhythms and Stunts. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations a
week. Second quarter. Required of all freshmen. The sub
ject matter of this course includes: fundamental rhythms, sim
ple folk dances, and gymnastic stunts.
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103. Play Activities for Elementary Grades. 1 hour credit.
2 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all fresh
men. The purpose of this course is to provide professional
preparation in physical education for teachers of grades 1 to
6. This preparation includes: practice in physical education
activities, selection of materials, and class organization. The
subject matter in this course consists of story plays, singing
games, circle games, self-testing activities, tag and chasing
games, marching, team games, games of low organization, re
lays, dramatics, and outing activities.
156. Physical Education— Beginning Swimming. 1 hour
credit. 2 recitations a week, Summer quarter, elective for
juniors and seniors. The purpose of the course is to provide
instruction in fundamental strokes and develop a feeling of
security in the water. The subject matter will include: the
elementary crawl stroke, back stroke, and simple diving.
157. Physical Education— Advanced Swimming. 1 hour
credit. 2 recitations a week, Summer quarter, elective for
juniors and seniors. The purpose of this course is to provide
instruction in advanced swimming strokes and diving. The
subject matter of this course will include: side and over arm
strokes, diving, and life saving techniques. Prerequisite:
Physical Education 156.
201. Organization and Presentation of Physical Educa
tion. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations a week. First quarter. Re
quired of all sophomores. The purpose of this course is to
develop, through practice, the principles underlying the physi
cal education program. The subject matter of the course in
cludes: lesson planning, organization of tournaments, play
days, special day programs, and the practice and methods of
teaching physical education activities.
202-A. Basket Ball for Women. 1 hour credit. 2 recita
tions a week. Second quarter. Required of all sophomores.
The subject matter of this course includes: end ball, corner
ball, captain ball, post ball, pin ball, nine-court basket ball,
mass basket ball, and basket ball.
202-B. Basket Ball for Men. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Second quarter. Required of all sophomores. The
subject matter of this course includes; end ball, corner ball,
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captain ball, post ball, pin ball, nine-court basket ball, mass
basket ball, and basket ball.
203-A. Base Ball for Women. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Required of all sophomores. The
subject matter of this course includes: hit-pin base ball, keepaway, long ball, one o ’ cat, two o’ cat, fungo, and base ball.
Practice will be provided in athletics and self-testing activi
ties, including the Athletic Badge Test.
203-B. Base Ball for Men. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations a
week. Third quarter. Required of all sophomores. The sub
ject matter of this course includes: hit-pin base ball, keepaway, long ball, one o’ cat, two' o’ cat, fungo, and base ball.
Practice will be provided in athletics and self-testing activi
ties, including the Athletic Badge Test.
213. Personal Hygiene. 3 hours credit. 2 hours recita
tions and 2 hours laboratory a week. Third quarter. Required
of all sophomores. The purposes of this course are: (a) to
develop, on the part of the teachers college students, habits,
attitudes and knowledge concerning their own health; (b) to
provide professional preparation of teachers for health teach
ing in grades 1 through 6. The subject matter in this course
includes: definite instruction concerning the function and
hygiene of the organic systems of the human body; a pro
gram for each individual student that will help him to main
tain a wholesome balance between work, play, rest, sleep, and
food; instruction that will enable students to read and inter
pret intelligently current health literature. The subject mat
ter in the laboratory phase of the course includes: the state
program of health supervision, health projects in correlations,
and health materials and bibliographies.
301-A. Field Hockey for Women. 1 hour credit. 2 recita
tions a week. First quarter. Required of all juniors. The
subject matter of this course includes: keep away, stop and
hit, bombardment, drive and dribble, bully game, and field
hockey.
301-B. Speed Ball for Men. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. First quarter. Required of all juniors. The subject
matter of this course includes: keep away, pin ball, block and
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pass, square soccer, tag soccer, dine and pass relay, line kick,
line soccer, pin soccer, rotation pin soccer and speed ball.
302. Advanced Folk Dancing. I hour credit. 2 recita
tions a week. Second quarter. Required of all juniors. The
subject matter of this course includes: folk, clog, and charac
ter dancing for men and women.
303. Recreational Leadership. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Required of all juniors. The sub
ject matter of this course includes: tennis, archery, horse
shoes, hand ball, croquet golf, shuffle board, deck tennis, and
tether ball. This class is open to men and women.
401-A. Stunts, Tumbling, and Mat W ork for Women.
1 hour credit. 2 recitations a week. First quarter. Required
of all seniors. The subject matter of this course includes:
practice in special exercises suitable for postural defects, pos
ture tests, exercises for general flexibility, gymnastic stunts
and pyramids.
401-B. Stunts, Tumbling, and Mat W ork for Men. 1 hour
credit. 2 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of all
seniors. The subject matter of this course includes: practice
in special exercises suitable for postural defects, posture tests,
exercises for general flexibility, gymnastic stunts and pyra
mids.
402-A. Natural Dancing for Women. 1 hour credit. 2
recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all seniors.
The subject matter of this course includes: practice in funda
mental body control and practice in the interpretation of music
through action.
402-B. Self Defense Activities for Men. 1 hour credit.
2 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all seniors.
The subject matter in this course includes: practice in boxing,
wrestling, and jiu-jitsu.
403. Outing Activities. 1 hour credit. 2 recitations a
week. Third quarter. Required of seniors. The subject mat
ter of this course includes: scouting, hiking, camp craft, wood
craft, and first aid techniques. The class will be organized
on a club basis. This class is open to men and women.
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D EPARTM EN T OF H ISTORY AND OTH ER SOCIAL STUDIES
Mr. Felgar

Mr. Manier
Mrs. Stephenson

101. World History (Ancient and Medieval). 3 quarter
hours credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required
of all freshmen. This is a survey of civilization or an orienta
tion course. It traces the economic, social, and political ex
periences of the various civilizations. It shows their contribu
tions to the various phases of our life a s: art, science, customs,
government. It is primarily concerned with the growth of
institutions and life of the people. The topics treated are: pre
historic man and his culture; the Nile Valley and Northern
Africa; the Fertile Crescent and Asia Minor; the far East;
Greece; Rom e; rise of Christianity; Teutonic invasions and
spread of Mohammedanism; the fusion of Greek, Roman, Bar
barian, and Christian cultures; the rise of the Papacy; Medie
val life and institutions; the emergence of modern states. In
all courses comprehensive readings will be required. Some
suggested texts are: Thorndike, A Short History of Civiliza
tion; Breasted & Robinson, (2 V ol.) The Human Adventure.
102. World History (1500-1787). 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all fresh
men. This is a continuation of 101 W orld History. The ad
ditional topics included are: the intellectual revival; the de
velopment of absolute monarchies; the commercial revolution
and expansion of Europe; the revolt against the Papacy and
spread of Protestantism; the rise of new economic and social
classes; the beginning of democratic movements; the rise of
mercantilism and the struggle for colonial empires; the Ameri
can Revolution as a democratic movement. Some suggested
texts are: Thorndike, A Short History of Civilization; Robin
son, Progress of Civilization; Robinson, History of Western
Europe; Highy, History of Europe (1492-1815).
103. World History (1787 to Present). 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of all
freshmen. This is a continuation of 102 W orld History. The
additional topics included are: the French Revolution; Na
poleonic era; Metternich and reaction; the growth of liberalism
and revolutionary movements from 1815 to 1850 in Europe
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and America; economic revolution and its influence upon so
cial, political, and economic institutions; nationalism and uni
fication of modern national states; imperialism and world
politics; the rise of Russia and the Near East questions; In
ternational complications and alliances; W orld W a r; and In
ternational problems since 1918. Some suggested texts are:
Thorndike, A Short History of Civilization; Robinson, Prog
ress of Civilization, History of Western Europe.
201. American History and Government to 1783. 3 quar
ter hours credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Re
quired of all sophomores. This course includes: the story of
the rise of the American States, the transit of European in
stitutions and nationalities into the Americas from 1492 to
1783, the conditions which made possible the development of
a new type of man in America, and the influence of the fron
tier and pioneer conditions. Much attention is given to the
social and economic side of our history. The topics treated
are: European background; geography and native races of
Am erica; factors affecting the discovery and colonization of
the New W orld by European nationalities; the conflict for
control of the New W orld and the supremacy of England in
North America; development of colonial life and institutions;
the fundamental, underlying, and immediate causes of revo
lution; the revolution and setting up of state governments.
Some suggested texts are: Forman, Our Republic; Bassett,
A Short History of the United States; Greene, The Founda
tions of American Nationality; Pease, A History of United
States.
202. American History and Government (1783 to 1860).
3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations a week. Second quarter.
Required of sophomores. This is a continuation of History
201. The additional topics included are: critical period, mak
ing and adoption of the constitution followed by a brief study
of the constitution; the federalists in control; the Revolution
of 1800 and Jeffersonian Democracy; Expansion and W ar of
1812; Monroe Doctrine and relations with Latin America;
Jacksonian Democracy and rise of the common man; humani
tarian movements of 1830’s and 1840’s ; inventions and eco
nomic development before 1860; manifest destiny; section
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alism and conflict; foreign relations to 1860. Some suggested
texts are: Forman, Our Republic; Bassett, A Short History
of United States; Pease, A History of United States.
203. American History and Government (1860 to Pres
ent). 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations a week. Third
quarter. Required of all sophomores. This is a continuation
of History 202. This course deals with the domestic problems
arising from the development of big business and the foreign
problems arising from the spreading of the United States into
the world both economically and politically. The topics treated
are: secession and triumph of nationalism; exploitation of the
south and the resulting social, political and economic prob
lems ; domestic problems; transportation; civil service reform ;
currency; tariff; labor vs. capital; agrarian reforms, big busi
ness and trusts; the riddle of the parties; imperialism; Roose
velt and progressive movements; intellectual progress and so
cial betterment; Wilson and the New Democracy; W orld W ar
and domestic and international problems thereafter. Some sug
gested texts are: Forman, Our Republic; Bassett, A Short
History of United States; Pease, A History of United States.
301. Economics. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations a
week. First quarter. Required of juniors. The purposes of
this course are: to teach the principles underlying the wealth
getting and wealth using activities of the present a ge; and to
develop the ability to think intelligently upon the problems
arising from these activities. Enough examples will be taken
from local conditions and current newspapers and magazines
to illustrate the effect of the rapid expansion of industrialism
upon present society. The topics treated are: stages of eco
nomic development; nature and scope of economics, wealth,
and welfare; factors and economic laws governing production;
problems of production; the capitalistic process; growth of
trusts and corporations; monopoly and competition; risk;
speculation and insurance; consumption and its problems.
Some suggested texts are: Bye, Principles of Econom ics;
Garner and Hanson, Principles of Economics.
302. Economics. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations a
week. Second quarter. Required of juniors. A continuation
of 101 Economics. The topics treated are: exchange with its
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attendant problems of money, credit, and banking; interna
tional trade and foreign exchange; tariff; value and price;
supply and demand; distribution with its problems of rent,
wages, interest, and profits and their relations to human wel
fare ; the schemes for reorganization or distribution so as to
equalize more nearly the returns of production; special prob
lems growing out of present industrial organization; taxation
and public finance with special reference to local, state, and
school taxation. Some suggested texts are: Bye, Principles
of Econom ics; Garner and Hanson, Principles of Economics.
303. Sociology. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Required of all juniors. The purpose
of the course is to give a knowledge of group relations and the
interaction of the individual and the group. The topics treated
are: population problems including immigration, distribution,
dependent and delinquent classes; the family; the state; edu
cation ; religious and moral forces; problems rising from class
and race consciousness; the use of leisure. Suggested text:
Gillin, Ditmar, and Colbert, Social Problems.
401. Modern European History (1815 to 1871). 3 quar
ter hours credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Re
quired of all seniors. This course is a study of the European
States from 1815 to 1871. It sets forth the chief trends and
tendencies in economic, social, political, and intellectual life
of the European peoples. It aids in understanding the inter
national problems of the present world. The topics treated
are: Congress of Vienna and reaction; Liberalism and revo
lutions from 1815 to 1850; the age of laissez faire and indus
trialism ; scientific socialism; nationalism and unification.
Some suggested texts are: Hayes, Social and Political His
tory of Modern Europe; Schapiro, Modern and Contemporary
History of Western Europe.
402. Modern European History (1871 to Present). 3
quarter hours credit. 3 recitations a week. Second quarter.
Required of all seniors. Continuation of 401 Modern European
History. The additional topics included are: the rise of Rus
sia; the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire; domestic
problems of social and political reforms of the British Empire,
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Latin Europe and Teutonic countries; imperialism and world
politics in Asia and A frica; secret diplomacy and alliances; the
W orld W ar and its outcome; peace and the new map of
Europe; movements for international peace. Some suggested
texts are: same as for 401 Modern European History.
403. Recent American History Since 1900. 3 quarter
hours credit. 3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required
of all seniors. This is an intensive study of the transforma
tion of the United States into a world power, and of the under
lying causes in our social, economic, intellectual, and political
life that have made the transformation possible. It gives
the student a basis for the intelligent reading of current his
tory. The topics treated are: society in 1900; Rooseveltism;
foreign and domestic policies; the Panama Canal; social and
political reforms; Supreme Court and its decisions; W oodrow
W ilson and his domestic and foreign policies; the W orld W a r;
peace and disarmament; social progress since 1900. Some
suggested texts are Paxson, Recent History of United States;
Lingley, Since the Civil War.
DEPARTM ENT OF M ATHEM ATICS
Dr. W o o d

101. College Algebra. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. First quarter. Elective in the divided fouryear curriculum for freshmen who secure the classification
committee’s permission to substitute it for world history; re
quired of all freshmen taking the continuous four-year curric
ulum. Prerequisite: plane geometry and high school algebra.
The purpose of this course is to develop those skills of compu
tation and interpretation that are the foundation of higher
mathematics. The importance of giving a clear knowledge
of the principles of the subject is kept constantly in mind. It
includes: an introductory review; functions and their graphs;
quadratic equations; logarithms and their uses.
102. College Algebra. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. Elective in the divided four-year curriculum for
freshmen who secure the classification committee’s permission
to substitute it for world history; required of freshmen taking
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the continuous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 101 Col
lege Algebra. This course includes: elementary series, binomi
al theorem, combinations, permutations, probability, determi
nants, and miscellaneous topics.
103. Plane Trigonometry. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Elective in the divided fouryear curriculum for freshmen who secure the permission of
the classification committee to substitute it for world history;
required of all freshmen taking the continuous four-year cur
riculum. Prerequisites: plane geometry and high school al
gebra. The purpose of this course is to give the student in
brief form a general working knowledge of trigonometry that
is thought to be needed by the average educated man. Topics
treated are: functions of acute angles, natural functions, loga
rithms, the right triangle, functions of any angle, functions of
the sum or differences of two angles, the oblique triangle, and
miscellaneous applications.
301. College Algebra. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. First quarter. Elective for juniors in the di
vided four-year curriculum. Prerequisites: plane geometry
and high school algebra. Purpose and content the same as in
101 College Algebra.
302. College Algebra. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recita
tions a week. Second quarter. Elective for juniors in the
divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 301 College A l
gebra. Purpose and content same as in 102 College Algebra.
303. Plane Trigonometry. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitations a week. Third quarter. Elective for juniors in
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: plane geome
try and high school algebra. Purpose and content same as in
103 Plane Trigonometry.
401. Mathematical Analysis. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitations a week. First quarter. Elective for seniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. The purposes of this course
are: (a) to give an understanding of mathematical principles
that will coordinate the previous training in arithmetic, alge
bra, and geometry; (b) to review necessary portions of these
mathematical fields in order that there may be no serious gap
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in the ability to recall them when needed; (c) to give a some
what more extensive knowledge of various practical applica
tions of mathematics; and (d) to enlarge experience with
graphs, logarithms, and trigonometric solution of angles.
402. Analytic Geometry. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Elective for seniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: plane geom
etry, high school algebra, and college algebra. The purpose of
this course is to give familiarity with the fundamental graphic
figures of analytic geometry and skill in transposing them into
formulae and vice versa. It opens up in a small way the great
field of higher mathematics, connects closely with algebra,
and is the basis for the work in calculus. It deals with the
graph, equations of a straight line, circles, and the simplest
forms of conics.
403. Analytic Geometry. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Third quarter. Elective for seniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 402 Analytic
Geometry. The course deals with ellipse, hyperbola, parabola,
and other mathematical curves.
DEPARTM ENT OF PSYCHO LOG Y
Dr. Allison

Mr. Riser

102. Introduction to Psychology. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Second quarter. Required of all fresh
men in the divided four-year curriculum. The purposes of
this course are to acquaint the student with the subject mat
ter of psychology and its development as a science, to inter
pret to the student the more fundamental laws of psychology
and the simple terminology used in the field, and to help the
student criticize his own methods of study. The topics treated
are: the value of psychology; general aspects of intelligence;
memory; learning; heredity and environment; the sensori
motor mechanism; feeling and emotion; sensation and percep
tion ; imagination and reasoning.
103. Educational Psychology. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. Third quarter. Required of freshmen
taking the divided four-year curriculum. The purposes of
this course are to apply the principles of psychology to the
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solution of school problems, to furnish a basis for the evalua
tion of methods of instruction, to explain and interpret the
laws of learning in terms of classroom practice in elementary
school subjects, to acquaint the student with the simpler tech
nique of measuring intelligence, and to emphasize the signifi
cance of individual differences. The emphasis in the course
will be on the laws of learning with their application to ele
mentary school subjects. The topics treated are: individual
differences, their significance in education, their measure
ments and graphic representations; adjustment of the child to
the school situation, types and principles of learning, with
applications to elementary school work; effective methods of
studying the various subjects; attitudes, their development
and their relation to achievement in school and in life ; the
development and use of interest in the subjects; effects of
drill; development of ideals; mental training; transfer of train
ing; and fatigue.
202.
Child Psychology. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 reci
tations a week. Second quarter. Required of all sophomores
in the divided four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: 102 Intro
duction to Psychology. The purposes of this course are to
give the student opportunity to study the factors and control
of child nature, to furnish the teacher with the principles and
laws of the growth and development of the child, to emphasize
the study of the child as a prerequisite to a study of the
methods of training him, and to give the student experiences
in case study. The major topics treated are: genetic founda
tions, the influence of heredity and environment on growth,
the beginnings of mental life, the development of the nervous
system and accessory organs, the effects of bodily conditions
on mental and physical welfare, the growth of innate and ac
quired tendencies, the development of specific capacities, the
exceptional child, the meanings of infancy, and the influence of
play, work, fatigue, nutrition and society on the developing
child as an individual and as a citizen.
301. Advanced Educational Psychology. 3 quarter hours
credit. 3 recitations a week. First quarter. Required of
juniors taking the divided four-year curriculum. The pur
poses of this course are to develop a knowledge of the psy
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chological principles underlying the teaching of elementary
school subjects; to give an understanding of individual differ
ences as they apply to the learning processes; to give a knowl
edge of the techniques of measuring individual differences in
native traits and capacities; to study type attitudes and their
relation to school problems and to life situations; to secure a
more comprehensive understanding of the nature and delevop
ment of human traits at various levels; and to test a student’s
ability to use the laws of learning in teaching. The topics
treated are: nature and nurture; innate tendencies and men
tal measurements; individual differences and their causes;
principles of learning, as motor learning and associative learn
ing; problem solving; habit formation; special abilities and
disabilities in learning; motivation; psychology of elementary
school subjects and effective methods of teaching them; ideals
and attitudes, their nature and development; an analysis of
some types of teacher-problems and the psychology underly
ing them.
DEPARTM ENT OF SCHOOL AND APPLIED ART
M iss A m os
M iss Curtis

Miss Stella H uger
Mrs. H endrix
Miss Fuller

101. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. First quarter.
Required of all freshmen in the divided curriculum. This
course includes a study of arrangement and combination of
line, dark-and-light, color, spacing, rhythm, balance and sub
ordination. Problems in original design are given. Art prin
ciples are observed in fine examples of painting, sculpture, and
architecture. M edia: pencil, charcoal, crayon, watercolor,
and chalk.
102. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. Second quar
ter. Required of all freshmen in the divided curriculum.
Prerequisite: 101 Drawing and Art Appreciation. This
course is a continuation of 101, planned to give a study of
art principles as found in good examples of the minor arts;
that is, furniture, pottery, textiles, utensils, jewelry, and
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glass. Original designs are applied to materials and objects
of practical interest such as linoleum print, booklets, bowls,
and tiles. Media: charcoal, watercolor, and crayon.
103. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. Third quarter.
Required of all freshmen in the divided curriculum. Prereq
uisite: 102 Drawing and Art Appreciation. This course is a
continuation of 102 Drawing and Art Appreciation. It in
cludes a study of art principles as applied in fine examples
of interior decoration and costume. It also deals with free
hand lettering and poster work. Media: pencil, watercolor,
crayon, cut paper, and tempera.
111. School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. First quarter. Required of all freshmen in the di
vided curriculum. The purposes of this course are: to teach
the fundamentals, such as the staff, the clef, note values, major
scales, and signatures; to give simple ear training and rhythm;
to teach some beautiful songs; to insure the proper use of the
voice; to give opportunity for becoming familiar with the
simpler works of the great masters, giving acquaintance with
moods, instruments, rhythm, and pure music. Throughout
the course the teaching procedures are made clear through
demonstration.
112. School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Second quarter. Required of all freshmen in the
divided curriculum. Prerequisite: 111 School Music. This
course is a continuation of course 111, requiring a higher de
gree of skill in reading music and in using the voice, and a
more intelligent appreciation of good music. It introduces
minor tonalities, two-part singing, and songs in the minor
mood. Applications to school situations are made throughout
the course with special emphasis upon correlation with other
school subjects.
113. School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Required of all freshmen in the
divided curriculum. Prerequisite: 112 School Music. This
course is a continuation of Course 112 School Music, requiring
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more skill and more intelligent appreciation of good music.
The ability to teach rote songs is emphasized, and skill is
gained through practice.
201. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. First quarter.
Required of all sophomores in the divided curriculum. Pre
requisite : 103 Drawing and Art Appreciation. This course in
cludes a study of the fundamental principles of drawing. Art
structure is stressed. The drawing of figures, animals, and
birds is also included. The principles learned are applied in
original compositions, using flowers, landscapes, and fruits.
M edia: pencil, charcoal, crayon, watercolor, and chalk.
202. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. Second quar
ter. Required of all sophomores in the divided curriculum.
Prerequisite: 201 Drawing and Art Appreciation. It is a con
tinuation of that course and also includes free illustration cor
related with literature, history, language, geography, health,
and music. Applications of the principles are made to narra
tives, stage scenery, background, and friezes. M edia: pen
cil, charcoal, crayon, watercolor, and chalk.
203. Drawing and Art Appreciation. 1 quarter hour
credit. 2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. Third quarter.
Required of all sophomores in the divided curriculum. Pre
requisite: 202 Drawing and Art Appreciation. This course
correlates art with activities and projects in the modern
schoolroom ; such as puppet shows, sand table, and house con
struction. Material: clay, sand, wood, beaver board, and reed.
211. School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. First quarter. Required of all sophomores. Prereq
uisite: 113 School Music. This course is a continuation of
113 School Music, using more advanced materials.
212. School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Second quarter. Required of all sophomores in the
divided curriculum. Prerequisite: 211 School Music. The
course gives a thorough working knowledge of the state course
of study and methods of presenting this material, emphasiz
ing such musical activities as choir singing, rythm and har
monica bands, and making toy instruments.
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213.
School Music. 1 quarter hour credit. 2 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Required of all sophomores in the
divided curriculum. Prerequisite: 212 School Music. The
purpose of this course is to develop in the students a greater
appreciation of good music and a desire to instill in their
pupils a love for the best music. Some of the topics included
are: a more intensive study of the state course in appreciation;
and advanced material, including form, sonata, concerto, sym
phony, opera, and oratorio. Advanced sight singing con
tinued.
301. Drawing and Art Appreciation. (The description
is the same as for Drawing and Art Appreciation 101, 102 and
103). Six hours per week— three hours credit.
302. Drawing and Art Appreciation. (The description
is the same as for Drawing and Art Appreciation 201, 202, and
203.) Six hours per week— three hours credit.
321. Industrial Arts— Study of Foods. 3 quarter hours
credit. 2 recitations and 2 one-hour laboratory periods a
week. First quarter. Elective for juniors taking the divided
four-year curriculum. A study of the changes man makes in
materials for his use and the problems of life arising from
them. This course deals with problems of food and nutrition
of interest and value to elementary children. It includes a
study of nutrition, creating of proper attitude and food habits
in young children, source of foods, and something of the work
of the world in feeding man. The material is to be used in en
riching other subjects in the curriculum.
322. Industrial Arts— Study of Clothing and Shelter. 3
quarter hours credit. 2 recitations and 2 one hour laboratory
periods a week. Second quarter. Elective for juniors taking
the divided four-year curriculum. A study of the changes man
makes in materials for his use and the problems arising from
them. This course deals with problems of clothing and shel
ter of interest and value to elementary children. It includes a
study of choice, care, and cost of clothing, relation of clothing
to health, the housing of the family, and homes of other lands,
and something of the work of the world in providing clothing
and shelter for man. This material is to be used in enriching
other subjects in the curriculum.
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323. Industrial Arts— A Study of Utensils, Records,
Tools, and Machines. 3 quarter hours credit. 2 recitations and
2 one-hour laboratory periods a week. Third quarter. Elec
tive for juniors taking the divided four-year curriculum. A
study of the changes man makes in materials for his uses and
the problems of life arising from them. This course deals with
the way man has solved his problems. It includes the evolu
tion of utensils, records, tools, and machines and their influ
ence in saving labor, and in making living happier and more
pleasant. This material is to be used in enriching other sub
jects in the curriculum.
411. School Music. (The description is the same as for
Art 111, 112 and 113.) Six hours per week— three hours
credit.
412. School Music. (The description is the same as for
Art 211, 212 and 213.) Six hours per week— three hours
credit.
421. Practical Arts— Foods and Nutrition. 3 quarter
hours. 2 recitations and 2 one-hour laboratory periods. Elec
tive for seniors taking the divided four-year curriculum. First
quarter. The purpose is to give such knowledge of foods and
nutrition that a teacher may choose food intelligently and eco
nomically, and may form good food habits. The topics in
cluded are: function of foods in the body, food as a factor in
health, selection of food for the three daily meals, buying from
the standpoint of meeting personal needs, meal preparation,
stressing cleanliness in handling food, serving simple meals,
and observing the conventionalities at the home table and in
public. Cookery will not be emphasized.
422. Practical Arts— Clothing and the Home. 3 quarter
hours. 2 recitations and 2 one-hour laboratory periods. Sec
ond quarter. Elective for seniors taking the divided four-year
curriculum. The purpose of this course is to apply principles
of art, health, economics, and management to solving the prob
lems of personal dress and the house. The selection of the
wardrobe and suitable costumes for various occasions will
be emphasized with little work in construction. Attractive,
comfortable living quarters as well as houses will receive
attention.
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423.
Practical Arts— Social Relationship and Manage
ment. 3 quarter hours. 3 recitations a week. Third quarter.
Elective for seniors taking the divided four-year curriculum.
The purpose of this course is to help the teacher become
adapted to society. The topics included are (a) the develop
ment of personality traits that will make a teacher able to
assume social responsibilities and be courteous and consid
erate of others, (b) the development of abilities which insure
the wise management of finances, the economical expenditure
of time and energy, and (d) the setting up of standards for
evaluating how a person’s own resources should be used.
401. Prehistoric and Ancient Art. 3 quarter hours credit.
3 recitations a week. First quarter. Elective for seniors in the
divided four-year curriculum. The purpose of the course is
to acquaint the student with the evolution of culture from
primitive times to the present through a study of the contri
butions of various peoples in art, literature, and music. The
topics treated are: prehistoric Mycenean, ancient Oriental,
and classic periods in art; preBach and classic periods in
music; and Oriental and classic poetry in literature.
402. Art of the Middle Ages. 3 quarter hours credit. 3
recitation periods a week. Second quarter. Prerequisite: 401
History of Art. Elective for seniors taking the divided fouryear curriculum. The topics included are: early Christian,
Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance art; Romantic,
German, Italian, Russian, Scandinavian music, and Renais
sance literature.
403. Modern Art. 3 quarter hours credit. 3 recitations
a week. Third quarter. Elective for seniors taking the
divided four-year curriculum. Required of juniors in continu
ous four-year curriculum. Prerequisite: History of Art 402.
The topics included are: French, Dutch, modern Oriental,
English, German, Spanish, and American art; modern and
ultra-modern music of all countries; Romantic and modern
literature. Suggested texts: Gardner, A r t T h r o u g h the A g e s ;
Hamilton, W o n d e r s o f the P a s t ; Maspero, D a w n o f Civiliz a tio n ;
and Reinarch, A p o llo .
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SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE FROM SEPTEMBER
15, 1930 TO JUNE 19, 1931
First Y ear o f the T w o-Y ea r C ourse................. ......................................
456
Second Y ear o f the T w o-Y ea r C ourse.......................... ...........................
797
Juniors .................................................................... ................. ............................
185
S e n io r s .................................................................... ................ ....... ................ ....
70
Specials _______ _______ _________ _____ __________ _____________________
19
Field E xtension Course____ _____ _____ ______ __ ____ ________________
553
Jacksonville City H igh S ch ool___________ ________ _________________
175
Training S ch ool.................... .......... .............. ..................................... ..............
677
Grand T ota l.................................. .................... .................... .......... 2,932
T otal (E xclu din g D uplicates)...................................................... 2,581

REGULAR SESSION— 1930-31
First Year of the Two-Year Course
Acton, Lorene
Adams, Venia
Adcock, Winnie Mae
Adderhold, Naomi T.
Akin, Kenneth
Alexander, Dolly
Allen, Kathryn
Amberson, Hazel
Anders, Nettie Virginia
Arnold, Essie Ovellah
Atkinson, Clara
Atkinson, Ida
Bailey, Bernice
Baker, Vernon A .
Bartlett, Wayne
Barton, Ethel
Beane, Lera
Beard, Hershcel
Beason, Gladys Lucile
Beaty, Ernest
Bell, Ruth
Bence, Julia
Benefield, Mary
Bentley, Reba
Bishop, Flossie
Black, Mrs. Lillie
Bowman, Hampton
Bradford, A lene
Briscoe, Era Alice
Brown, Beatrice
Brown, Lucile Christine
Brown, Martha
Brown, Van Lee
Brown, W illie
Bruce, Mary
Bryant, James Lester
Bryant, Tressie
Bryson, Eugene E.
Buchanan, Sarah Jane

Burns, Rethia
Bynum, Ossie
Caddell, R oy
Cagle, D. W .
Cagle, Lloyd B.
Callahan, Thelma
Camp, Bernice
Camp, B . H.
Camp, Eva McCord
Camp, Mrs. Georgia
Camp, Howard
Camp, Roy
Campbell, Berthal Madeliene
Cargile, Davil L.
Carpenter, Christine
Carpenter, John Lewis
Carpenter, W oodrow
Carroll, Elsie
Casey, James E.
Casey, Terah Marie
Cash, Dock
Castleberry, Doris
Caves, Hula
Champion, Emma Pearl
Chitwood, Herman O .
Chitwood, Mrs. Herman O .
Chitwood, Rachel
Clayton, Baxter
Clements, Wallace S.
Click, Clyde
Cofield, Nona
Conoway, Claude
Cornelius, Mrs. Mattie
Cox, Dodd Agustus
Cranford, Rosie Belle
Crawford, Jewel
Crump, Mrs. Mary Allen
Curton, Marion Eula
Curry, Zolen
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Daniel, Elma
Darden, Brantley
Davis, Edyth
Dean, Fannie Milo
Dean, Louie
Dennis, Ruth
DeRamus, Horace Houston
Dickie, Nellie
Dison, Gertrue
Dobbins, Julia Ann
Dodgen, Byad E.
Dorminney, Jessie
Duckett, Eula Mae
Dunn, Mrs. Barna
Dunn, Mrs. Jessie
Dunn, Mamie Lee
Edwards, Ernest Earle
Edwards, Maude
Elkins, Robert E.
Estes, Jesse C.
Estes, Pollyanna
Faulkner, Joe, Jr.
Faulkner, Mrs. Minnie V.
Fendley, Virginia
Fitzpatrick, Robbie
Flanagan, Evelyn
Ford, Irene
Fowler, Letha
Fowler, Marland
Fuller, Georgie
Fuller, Gertrude
Gaines, Elsie
Gaines, Olen
Garren, Edna Earl
Garrett, Clarice
Garrett, Ullman C.
Gibbs, Agnes
Gibbs, Kermit
Gilbert, Ruby
Glasscock, Edward
Graves, Venerble
Green, Carl S.
Green, Evelyn
Greene, Nella Mae
Green, Opal
Guffin, Raymond L.
Hall, Fay
Hall, Valdor M oody
Hammond, Hoyt
Hanna, Annie Belle
Hanson, W illiam Otis
Harrington, Charlie
Hart, George W .
Haynes, Johnie Luther
Haynes, Morse
Hays, Homer E. M.
Head, Lottie
Heaslett, Ada

Hill, Eulon
Hinson, Velma Laurene
Hodgens, H. Briggs
Holmes, Beulah
Hope, Nellie Mary
Horn, Grace
Horton, Prudence
Howard, Ilah Gertrude
Howard, Katherine
Howell, Mildred Elizabeth
Hudson, Irene
Huggins, W ynell Billie
Hughes, Cora Lee
Hughes, Mrs. Lillie
Huie, Clarence H.
Hunter, Exa
Hurt, George Lee
Israel, Irby
Jackson, Mary Elizabeth
Jacoway, Lucile
Johnson, James A llen
Johnson, Vachel N.
Jones, Marguerite
Jones, Marshall Denson
Kelley, Bartie
Kerr, Louise
Kimberley, H. Millard
King, Arden Jerome
King, Lillie Garner
Kinney, Hercial
Kirby, Mrs. Mamie
Landers, Gilbert
Landers, M ary Ida
Landers, Rosabel
Landers, Mrs. Verna
Landers, Viola
Lankford, Lillian
Lankford, Lonnie Doyle
Latimer, Pauline
Lecroy, Herman
Little, M ary Evelyn
Littlejohn, W illie Myrtle
Livingston, Haynie
Lloyd, D ock L.
Lovett, Ellis
Lovett, Thelma Lee
Lovvorn, Levis
Lovvorn, Rezelle
Lowe, Lamar W ilson
Lowery, Auby
Loyd, Allie Mae
Lusk, Clyde
Lyda, Lula
McCarley, Thelma L ovvorn
McClellan, Mamie
McClendon, Dorothy
McClendon, W illiam Shellie
McCord, Eva
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M cCoy, Ruth
McDaniel, Modell
M cKay, Evon
McKinnon, Pearl
M cLeod, Monroe
McManus, Ina Belle
M cNeill, Mrs. J. S.
Malone, Inez
Mann, Inez
Marona, Gladys
Martin, Clyde
Mason, Robert
Maxwell, Verlie
Meriwether, Onzelle O.
Miller, Frances G.
Milwee, Daphna
Mitchell, Doyce
M oody, Selva
Moon, L. E.
Moore, Ivaleen
Moore, Rebecca
Morgan, Frank
Morgan, Otto
Morris, Eloise
Morton, Frances
Moses, Annie
Mullino, F. R., Jr.
Murphree, Herbert C.
Murphree, Zona Lucille
Nabors, Tempe
Neal, Gay
Neal, W alter Clyde
Nearen, Jimmie
Nelson, Mrs. S. B.
Newell, J. H ow le
Newton, Louise
Neyman, J. O.
Nunnally, Geraldyne
Nunnally, M. Alvers, Jr.
Osborn, Helen
Outlaw, J. V .
Outlaw, Lola
Owen, Bernice L.
Parker, Roberta
Pate, Mrs. Reavie McCullars
Patterson, John L.
Patterson, Mrs. John L.
Perkins, Vylitta
Pertree, Hazel
Pertree, Ruth
Pinckard, Marie
Poor, Sallie
Porter, Mrs. B. M.
Porter, Mrs. Jimmie Lee
Rains, Bensie
Rains, H olly Escell
Reeves, Frona
Rhodes, Eunice

Rhodes, Maude Irene
Richard, W ilm a
Robbins, Jessie M.
Roberts, Bode
Robertson, Ernest
Robinson, Hollis
Sanders, Frank W illis
Savage, Robert H.
Sheppard, Archie Owen
Shipp, Julia Mae
Shipp, Lucy
Shipp, Mayme Jewell
Shirey, Ola
Shotts, Lauriece
Sibert, Cloe
Silvey, Dyer F.
Simpson, R. D.
Sizemore, Pluma
Smith, Edythe Mildred
Smith, Mrs. Ethel
Smith, Harlis
Smith, Noma Lee
Smith, Walter
Snow, Paul Howard
Solley, Emma Lou
Sparks, Laurie Fargason
Spence, Nolen
Spradlin, Barbara Laura
Stafford, Nellie
Stephens, Margaret
Stephens, Roxie
Stevens, Elizabeth
Stewart, Frank
Stewart, Sara Ellen
Stiles, May Standifer
Stone, Clarence D.
Stone, Eloise
Stone, Ernest Charles
Stone, Velma
Storey, W inslow
Stubbs, Thelma W ilson
Stuckey, Elvira
Summerford, O lon D.
Summers, Vivian Grace
Sutley, Nancy
Swindall, Annie Laurie
Taylor, J. D.
Taylor, Mrs. Mabelle Glass
Teal, Lonnie
Teal, T. A.
Tedder, Eliza Gilbert
Thomas, Lucy
Thomas, Prentice W .
Thompson, M arjorie
Thompson, Velma
Thorpe, Agnes
Tidwell, Esther
Tillery, Herman
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Tolleson, Martha
Townley, Lois
Trammell, M ary Lusk
Trammell, Merle
Traylor, Garfield J.
Troup, James Burton
Tucker, Arlin
Turner, Luther
Turner, Velma
Vaughan, Emmett
Vaughan, Lewis
Vickery, Jewell
W aldrop, Mrs. Nellie B.
W alker, Jimmie
Watters, Clarke
W ebb, Gladys
W ebb, W illie Nolen
West, Avasue
West, Bernard
W est, Lorene
Whitehead, Bessie

Whitehead, William Lewis
Wilkins, Mabel
W ilson, Beatrice
W ilson, Guy
W ilson, Lillie Mae
W ood, Martha C.
W oodall, Lester
W oodfin, Ruby L.
W o o lf, Kate
Worthington, Charlotte
W right, Eunice
W right, Flora
Yarbrough, Rebecca
Yates, Erma
Yates, Larkin
Yates, Melvin
York, Everett
Young, H. Bradley
Young, James Samuel
Total____________ _______ 347

REGULAR SESSION— 1930-31
Second Year of the Two-Year Course
Abbott, Erin
A bles, Grover
Acker, Lucile
Adams, Charles W .
Adams, Mrs. Charles W .
Adcock, Rebecca
Aldridge, Gladys
Alexander, Charles J.
Alldred, N elle W alker
Alldridge, Herbert H.
Allen, Beulah
Anderson, Ammie
Anderson, Beulah
Arnold, Mary Lucile
Atkinson, Addie Mae
Atkinson, Winnie Lola
Ayers, Louise Mason
Bailey, James C.
Bain, Vera
Barnard, Kathryn
Barnes, Jessie
Barnes, Margaret
Beck, Maude Cofield
Bedwell, Lois
Belcher, Edward
Belcher, Tolbert
Bell, O. J.
Benefield, Stell
Bentley, Christine Terry
Bentley, Patrick
Black, Ralph
Blackerby, Lewis W .

Blair, Emma
Blair, Myrtle
Boak, Winnie
Boles, M ary A.
Boles, Ruth
Borden, Clarice
Bowman, Lola
Boyd, Estelle
Boykin, Braxton
Briscoe, Lorus Dene
Brooks, Eula
Brooks, Viola
Broughton, Elsie
Brown, Grace
Brown, John Aughey
Brown, LeRoy
Brown, Martha
Brown, Nellie Marie
Brown, W illiam Fred
Browning, Neil
Browning, Mrs. Neil
Bryant, Beulah
Buchanan, James C.
Buffington, Vivian
Burgess, Ruth
Burks, Charles Lee
Burns, Callie
Burns, Dona
Bush, Newberne
Cagle, Hiram
Callan, Catherine
Camp, Vada
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Carpenter, Emmie
Carpenter, Tressie
Carter, Eddie Lou
Caver, Pearl
Christian, Almeda
Clark, Blanche
Claybrook, L. B.
Colburn, Cora Lee
Colburn, Carl W .
Cook, E. Grady
Corbin, Howard
Cordell, Rena
Cosby, Annie Lucy
Cotney, Hazel Marie
Croley, Lula Mae
Cross, Lucile
Crump, W illie Lee
Crumpton, Winnie
Daniel, Alton
Daniel, Oscar Lois
Deason, W yona
Decker, W illiam B.
Dillard, Mary Jo
Dobbins, Ethel
Dobbins, Martice
Dobbins, Paul A.
Dobbins, Ruby
D oherty, L ois
Dothard, Mary Lou Mintz
Driskill, Adell
Duke, Jesse A.
Dunn, Barna
Dunston, Mrs. Homer
Durham, Clara
Durham, Ina
Durham, Verdie Lee
Dyer, Conolia
Edwards, Bernice
Edwards, Nellie
Entrekin, Gladys
Erwin, O llie Mae
Fagan, Thelma
Farris, Flora
Farrow, Mary
Ferguson, Mildred
Foster, Maude Irene
Foster, Sallye Kate
Freeman, Annie Bell Dobbs
Fulenwider, Eva Lee
Gaines, Della M.
Gardner, Ogburn
Gay, Monzula
Gay, Sara Elizabeth
Geary, John
Gilbert, Arnold Lester
Gilbert, Gordon
Gilbert, Mary P.
Gilbreath, Alma W right

Gilbreath, Nena
Glasgow, Clarice E.
Good, Comer
Goodman, Gurdine
Goodman, Mary
Goodson, W illiam Houston
Gray, Mattie
Green, Annie Maude
Green, Catherine
Green, Elizabeth
Green, F. W .
G riffin, Irma
Griffis, Margaret
Griffith, Estelle
Griffith, Daisy B.
Griffitts, Nelle
Grimsley, Lillian
Gross, Mattie Lee
Gunn, Katherine
Gurley, Fannie Kate
Guthrie, Anna Mae
Hales, Gladys
Hales, Lillie V .
Hallmon, Stella Marie
Hamric, Kathleen
Hamric, Ruth
Haney, H arry Lee
Harrelson, Alma
Hartline, Edna
Hartley, Eric C.
Hartley, W ilford M.
Haynes, Crawford Clift
Haynes, R oy Gay
Hearn, Olin C.
Heffington, F oy
H effington, Olim P.
H effington, Thyra
Henderson, Sara
Henley, M arjorie
Hicks, Hazel
Higgins, Edna
Higgins, Winnie Lee
Hilt, Ruth
Hinds, W oodrow
Hipp, Jesse Lee
Holleman, Brooks
Honeycutt, Jennie Mae
Horn, Clara Mae
Horn, Myrtle
Hudson, W ilburn H.
Hughes, Barto
Hughes, Iva
Hughes, Mable
Huie, Carl
Hunt, Margaret Spradlin
Ingram, Everett J.
Jack, Bettie
Jenkins, Bernice
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Jobson, Viola
Johnson, Aubry
Johnson, Ena
Johnson, Jewel
Johnson, Kermit
Johnson, Nancy Lou
Johnson, Sally Lou
Johnson, V era McAbee
Jones, Flora Belle
Keaton, M ary E ffie
Kelley, Anna
Kelley, Mamie
Kelley, Nobie
Kenady, Ila Jordan
King, Ernest
King, Hannah
King, Helene
Kitchens, M ary Ethel
Laminack, Oscar
Latimer, Wynema
Lawrence, Lois
Lawrence, Ruby
Lay, Lexie
Leath, D ixie Mae
Leath, Pluma Jane
Lewis, Esther
Lindsay, Herschel
Lindsey, O. E.
Lipsey, Mae Emma
Livingston, Herman
Longshore, E lva C.
Love, Josie
L ovvorn, Joseph Lem
Lowery, Mrs. Elma Lottie
Lowery, Elsie
Lowery, James A .
Lyda, Sallie
Lyon, Vashti
Lyon, Vernice
McCarley, Lila
McClendon, M ary
M cCord, Pauline
M cCoy, Berith
McDaniel, Lillian
M cD uffee, Eulice
McGahey, Daisy
McGee, Erma
McGinty, Valeria L.
M cK ow n , Louise
McNees, Clarence O.
Malone, H oyt
Manning, Mrs. Lida Belle
Marsh, Dimple
Massey, Stella
Massey, Velma
Matheny, Chassie Decker
Mauldin, Lula Nabors
Mauldin, Ralph

Meadows, Bernice
Meadows, Ora
Merritt, Annie Laurie
Mickle, Frances Cooper
Miller, Dixie
Miller, Nannie Mai
Moncus, Annie Maude
Moore, Cecile Dowdey
Morrison, Beulah
Morrison, Nelia
Moseley, Dodson
Moss, Dalton
Munroe, Ophelia
Murphree, Lillian
Nash, Ezra
Newman, S. B.
Nichols, Abbie
Nichols, Lela Outlaw
Parker, Mrs. Claude J.
Parker, Glennie Hawkins
Parker, Inez
Parker, Robert W illiam
Parris, Alton
Parris, Lottie Snow
Parrish, Lois
Perkins, Sina Lou
Phillips, E ffie Mae Sorter
Phillips, Ernest
Phillips, James William
Poole, Inez Cargile
Porch, Avice
Porch, Luther Lyn
Prentice, Lillian
Pruett, Mrs. Eula
Pruett, Mae Gregory
Pruett, W illie Eva
Pruett, W . O.
Putman, Melba
Putnam, Edythe
Pyron, Mrs. J. O.
Rainey, Ruby Goode
Ramsey, Violet
Reynolds, Margaret
Rice, Sue Edwards
Richardson, Charles
Richardson, Mrs. Jesse C.
Ridgeway, William
Robinson, M ary
Rooks, Pearl
Rose, Lillian
Russell, Rhonwyn
Ryan, J. B.
Sailors, Lois
Sandlin, Corinne
Sasser, Etta
Scroggin, Lucille
Scruggs, Buna
Segrest, Myrtle
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Sewell, H. Jack
Sharpton, Lowell E.
Sheppard, Archie Owen
Sheppard, Mrs. Mattie W .
Shipp, W alter
Shockley, Gertrude
Sibert, Lother B.
Simon, Mildred
Simms, Viola
Sims, Irvine
Singleton, Dorothy
Sizemore, Verna
Slagle, Eunice
Smith, Mrs. Clara Pruett
Smith, Claudous S.
Smith, Mrs. M olly L.
Smith, Novella Whitaker
Smith, W . D.
Smith, Mrs. W . D.
Sorter, Lillian
Spears, Bessie
Spence, Vergie
Stanley, Eunice
Stephens, Jewell
Stephens, Vena Belle
Steverson, Corinne
Stewart, Ernest
Stewart, Irene
Stinson, Earl J.
Strange, Goldyn A .
Studdard, Lee Robert
Sutton, M ary Lee
Swearengin, Birdie
Taylor, Erdys
Taylor, Evelyn
Taylor, Gladys Ethel
Taylor, Mrs. J. B.
Teal, Irene
Terrell, Gertha
Thomas, Fern
Thomason, C. T., Jr.
Thompson, Jewell Maye
Thornbury, Irene
Traylor, Cordell
Traylor, Kermit
Tucker, Luzone

Upton, H. G.
Usry, Brooksie
Vaughan, Cleo Jessie
Vaughan, Dusa Mae
Vaughan, Fanny Reba
Wade, Mrs. M. H.
W aid, Onnis George
W aldrop, W . Carl
Walker, Andrue R.
Walker, Elizabeth
Walker, Kate Eleanor
Wallace, Alton H.
Walsh, Virginia
Wann, Lilah
Waters, Edward
Weaver, Emmett
Webster, Lucy
West, Earl
W est, Oval
West, Tressie
White, D. H.
White, Christine
White, D oyl
White, Lona
White, Mrs. Susie
Whitworth, Lamar
Wilhite, Rosa Mae
Williams, Daphne
Williams, Dewey
Williams, Nalda
Williams, Nancy Sue
Williams, Ruby
Williams, Mrs. Thomas P.
W illis, Rena
W ilson, Emma Estelle
W ilson, H . D.
W ilson, H . Jerome
W right, Hobert E.
W right, Ista
W right, Rosalie
Yarbrough, Janie
York, Eva Mae
Young, Evie Dorothy
Young, Nonie
Total____________________ 387
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Juniors
Allred, Nelle W alker
Anderson, Beulah
Arnold, Mrs. Mary
Bailey, Elsie Maye
Bailey, Thomas N.
Bain, Jesse Lee
Bethel, Janet
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Breland, Mary
Brown, Hubert
Browning, Arthur J.
Burgess, Daisy
Butenschon, Mrs. Ruth
Carpenter, Bill
Carr, Mamie Lois
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Chandler, Mildred
Church, George
Clements, Mrs. Richard L.
Crowder, Ruth
Crutchfield, Elmer E.
Cunningham, Thelma
Davis, Bertha
Dunn, Lela
Forbmy, Lenore
Green, W illiam Bryan
G riffith, W inston
Harrington, Nannie
Heathcock, Lois
Holston, Eva Britt
Holston, John Tucker
Honea, James Lee
Ingram, Everett J.
Jackson, Mrs. Ethelyn
Jennings, Bernie
Jirels, Nackie
Johnson, Clarke E.
King, Alton K.
Kirk, Annie Ruth
Ledbetter, Hester
Lesley, Frances
Ligon, Frances
Lindsay, Herschel
Lovvorn, W illiam A .
Lowery, Geneva
Lumpkin, Hazel
McCormick, Edna
Maddox, Ethel Thrasher
Meadows, Vera
Miller, Buren George
Mills, Ewell
Moseley, Verda Crumpton
Murphree, H oyt
Nash, Cynthia
Nash, W illiam J., Jr.
Newman, Mrs. A lfred Jackson
Nichols, Bill
Nichols, G. C.
Nichols, Herbert
Nunnally, M ary Edna
Oliver, Naomi

Osburn, Theo
Patton, Nettie
Perry, Dewey C.
Perry, Leland I.
Persell, Florence
Posey, Louise
Potter, Mary
Powell, Irby
Preddy, Marve
Price, Grady Lee
Pruett, Mae Belle Gregory
Pruett, Samuel Ernest
Rains, McGreer
Reed, Ruth
Rinebach, Audrey
Roberts, Rubye
Robinson, Mrs. G. F.
Ryan, Mrs. J. B.
Sessums, Mary C.
Sheppard, Ralph
Sieber, W illie Frances
Stanfield, Verna
Stevens, Guice
Strickland, Maggie Sam
Talmadge, Eugenia
Tarlton, Mrs. Ephie
Thomas, Ethel
Thornton, Arnold Ray
Trammell, Earle W .
W ade, M. H.
W agner, Joseph L.
W aid, Mrs. Berthell Smith
Wallace, C. J.
Waters, Richard
Watson, Odelia McCluskey
W hite, Ida Mae
Whiteside, Dudley Emerson
Williamon, Cecil
Williamon, Clyde W atwood
Williamson, Grace
W oolley, Clifton W .
Yates, G. S.
Yates, Lewis Durwood
Total____________________ 112
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Seniors
Adderhold, Eugenia
Bates, Clara
Bates, Florence
Beck, Lois
Bondurant, Mrs. C. E.
Boyd, Mrs. A . E.
Bryson, Virginia Dare
Burnham, Fred William
Burnham, Ruth

Camp, Leamon
Carre, Lilbern
Cox, Ruby
Davis, Odis
Green, Clatis
Hamric, Alvis A.
Hamric, Bonard
Holleman, Irvin T.
Landers, Noah W .
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Smith, Carl G.
Thomasson, Marvin Clinton
Vines, Clarence
Watts, Postelle Currier
Weaver, Cecil
Williams, Alice
W orthy, Mrs. Opal Miller
Yates, Ethel
York, Mrs. Leila
Total_____________________ 37

McGraw, Lucy
McPherson, Lonnie G.
Porter, T aft
Posey, Mrs. Ethel
Powell, Opal
Sargent, Susie
Self, Mrs. Reuben
Sewell, Jack
Sewell, Ollie
Smith, B. G.

REGULAR SESSION— 1930-31
Specials
Camp, Mrs. Vera M.
Clark, Marion
Cook, Mrs. Maude
Fuller, Nola McCracken
Green, Carl
Hembee, Mrs. Hess

Hill, Louise
Sizemore, Margaret
Walker, O llie
W ood, Mrs. E ffie Clark
Total_____________________ 10

SUMMER SCHOOL— 1931
First Year of the Two-Year Course
Adderhold, Naomi T.
Alexander, Mrs. Lucile Davis
Arnold, Essie Ovellah
Bailey, Myrtle Evelyn
Baird, M ary Annie
Beaty, Ernest
Bentley, Reba
Bertram, Robbie
Bishop, Rena
Black, Mrs. Lillie
Blackwell, Wynona
Bohannon, Mertie Lee
Boone, Floris
Bottoms, Lois
Brown, Lucille Christine
Brown, Van Lee
Bryant, Thelma Idell
Bryson, Eugene Everett
Burell, Mary
Burgess, Clara Ruth
Cagle, D. W .
Cagle, Lloyd
Camp, Mrs. Georgia
Campbell, Berthel Madeliene
Casey, James E.
Casey, Mrs. Terah
Caves, Hula
Chitwood, Rachel
Chitwood, Reuben George
Crump, Audrey
Crawford, Jewel
Curton, Marion Eula
Dean, Fannie M ilo

Dickie, Nellie
Dison, Gertrue
Dobbins, Julia Ann
Dobbs, Mamie Lester
Eller, Zula Oneal
Faulkner, Minnie Viola
Fowler, Letha
Fuller, Georgie
Garren, Edna Earle
Garrett, Clarice
Glasscock, Carl John
Hale, Bernice
Hall, Fay
Hanson, W illiam Otis
Hinson, Laurene
Horn, Lucile
Howard, Ilah G.
Howell, Mildred Elizabeth
Isbell, Nevel Virginia
Johnson, Vachel
King, Nellie
Landers, Gilbert
Lankford, Lonnie Doyle
Lawless, W illie Mae
Ledbetter, Hildegarde
Lefstead, Alma T.
Littlejohn, W illie Myrtle
Loyd, Allie Mae
Lyda, Lula
McCain, Tressie Naomi
McClendon, W illiam Shellie
McCullars, Iva
M cLeod, Monroe
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M cNeill, Mrs. J. S.
Maples, Lucille
Marona, Gladys
Miller, Frances Grace
Mullino, Mrs. Vera C.
Naylor, Cornie
Nelson, Mrs. S. B.
Outlaw, J. V .
Outlaw, Lola
Poor, Sallie
Potter, E. B.
Potter, Mrs. E. B.
Prater, Reuben W .
Rhea, Martha Clemmie
Robinson, Hollis
Rowan, Mrs. Bertha
Scogin, Evelyn Elizabeth
Segers, Winnie
Sherard, Clarence
Shipp, Jewell
Shirley, Bobby Louise
Sibert, Cloe

Silvey, Dyer F.
Silvey, Laeuna Darty
Spradlin, Barbara
Stephens, Maurine
Stephens, Roxie
Stone, Eloise
Sutley, Nancy
Taylor, J. D.
Teal, T. A.
Tedder, Eliza Gilbert
Thomas, Lucy
Thompson, Delma Musick
Tillery, George Herman
Turner, Margaret
Vaughan, Emmett
Vickery, Jewell
Waldrop, Mrs. Nellie B.
Walker, Belle
Warren, M ary Olive
W oodfin, Ruby L.
Young, H. Bradley
Total____________________ 109

SUM M ER SCHOOL— 1931
Second Year of the Two-Year Course
Abbott, Erin
A bles, Grover J.
Acker, Lillian Morgan
Adams, Charles W .
Adams, Mrs. Charles W .
Adcock, Osie
Adcock, Rebecca
Alexander, Charles J.
Allen, Beulah
Allen, Kathryn Mayo
Allison, Lydia
Allred, Florence Beatrice
Anderson, Elizabeth Josephine
Atkinson, Addie Mae
Atkinson, W innie Lola
Awbrey, Virginia
Ayers, Louise Mason
Bailey, James C.
Bain, Douglas
Bain, V era
Barnes, Justin J.
Bates, Raymond W .
Batson, Janye Sue
Beard, Herschel
Benefield, Stell
Bentley, Christine Terry
Bentley, Patrick
Bicknell, Dove
Black, Ralph
Blackerby, Lewis W .
Blocker, Henry Leslie

Boak, Winnie
Boen, Floy
Boling, Mrs. Florence M.
Borden, Clarice
Boyd, Estelle
Bramblette, Seppie
Briscoe, Lorus Dene
Brittain, Juanita
Brooks, Cecil C.
Brooks, Eula
Brooks, Viola
Broughton, Elsie
Brown, Annie
Brown, Eunice
Brown, Grace
Brown, M. A .
Brown, Martha
Brown, Nellie Marie
Browning, Neil
Browning, Mrs. Neil
Bryant, Hazel Catherine
Buffington, Vivian
Burke, Oda
Burks, Charles Lee
Burns, Callie
Burt, Alla
Bush, Newberne
Cagle, Hiram
Caldwell, Florence Cook
Callahan, Thelma
Callan, Catherine
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Camp, B. H.
Camp, Essie Mae
Camp, Roy
Camp, Vada
Carpenter, Emmie
Carpenter, Gladys
Carpenter, Tressie
Carter, Alma Belle
Carter, Matalie
Cash, Myrtle
Cassidy, Lois
Caver, Pearl
Childers, T. W eldon
Clark, Herman
Clark, Lois Emma
Claxton, Lena Mae
Claybrook, L. B.
Cliett, Frances Caldwell
Cochran, Gladys
Colburn, Cora Lee Sims
Colburn, Paul W .
Cook, E. Grady
Cook, Mrs. Maude
Cosby, Annie Lucy
Croley, Lula Mae
Crumpton, Winnie
Culver, E ffie
Dailey, Evie
Davidson, Cora
Deason, W yona
Decker, W illiam B.
Dewyer, Kate
Dillard, M ary Jo
Dobbins, Ethel
Dobbins, Paul A.
Dobbins, Ruby
Dobbs, Bonnie
Dobbs, Nora Jane
Dobson, Ann Clara
Dobson, Linnie Cleo
D ow ns, M onteze
Downs, Thomas R.
Driskill, Adell
Duke, Jesse A.
Dupriest, Robert Lee
Durham, Clara
Durham, Ina
Durham, Verdie Lee
Dyer, Conolia
Edwards, Bernice
Eiland, Claudia
Elder, Cleon
Ellis, Malcolm
Entrekin, Gladys
Erwin, Ruth
Farris, Flora
Farrow, Mary
Fendley, Virginia

Fitzpatrick, D ixie
Fordham, Bela
Foster, Sallye Kate
Freeman, Annie Belle Dobbs
Freeman, W eavers Idell
Fulenwider, Eva Lee
Fulks, Lucille
Fuller, Cecil O .
Fuller, Gertrude
Gaines, Della
Gardner, Lavada
Gardner, Ogburn
Garrett, Harrison
Gauntt, Nellie
Geary, John
Gentry, Ethel
Gilbert, Arnold Lester
Gilbert, Gordon
Gilbert, Mary P.
Gilbreath, Alma W right
Gilbreath, Nena
Glazner, Mildred
Good, Coner
Green, Annie Maude
Griffin, Irma
Griffith, Daisy B.
Grimsley, Lillian
Gross, Mattie Lee
Guthrie, Trudie
Hales, Gladys
Hall, Esther Irene
Hall, Hester Pauline
Hallmon, Stella Marie
Hamm, Margaret
Hamm, Phillips J.
Hampton, Leola
Haney, Harry Lee
Harp, Bertie L.
Harris, Edrie
Harris, Mrs. Grace Stephens
Hartley, Eric C.
Hartline, Abbie
Hartline, Edna
Hayes, Joe F.
Haynes, Crawford Clift
Hearn, Olin C.
Heaslett, Ada
H effington, Thyra
Hefner, Evelyn Bagley
Henley, M arjorie
Higgins, W innie Lee
Hill, W illie
Hiller, Dora
Hilt, Ruth
Hilton, W illine Masters
Holland, Ewell Ruth
Honeycutt, Jennie Mae
Horn, Clara Mae
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Horne, Myrtle
Horn, Nettie
Houston, Esther
Hudson, Wilburn
Huie, Carl
Hulme, Mrs. George W ., Jr.
Hunt, Margaret Spradlin
Hutchens, George Jefferson
Ivey, Floy
Jackson, Charlotte
Jackson, Elsie
Jackson, M ary Elizabeth
Jackson, M ary L.
Jenkins, Bernice
Jennings, Bernie
Jobson, Hazel
Johnson, Aubrey
Johnson, Jewel
Johnson, J. P.
Johnson, Mrs. Maude B.
Johnson, Nancy Lou
Johnson, Opal
Johnson, Sallye Lou
Johnson, Vera M cAbee
Johnston, Kathryn
Jones, Flora Belle
Jordan, Velma
Karrh, Clarence M.
Kelley, Anna
Kelley, Mamie
Kelley, Nobie
Kenady, Ila Jordan
King, Ernest Russell
Kitchens, Mary Ethel
Lambert, Bernie
Landers, Mrs. N. W .
Latimer, Leila
Lawrence, Lois
Lawrence, Rubye
Lay, Lexie
Leath, D ixie Mae
Leath, Pluma Jane
Lester, Mary
Lindsey, O. E.
Little, Evelyn
Lloyd, D ock
Lockridge, Elizabeth W hite
Logan, Eunice
London, Amelia
Lonnergan, Jo
Lord, Lily Gay
Love, Josie
Lovvorn, Joseph Lem
Lowery, Auby
Lyon, Vernice
McCarley, Lila
McClendon, Dorothy
McClendon, James B.

McClendon, Mary
M cCoy, Berith
McDaniel, Lillian
McGahey, Daisy
McGinty, Valeria L.
M cKown, Louise
M cLeod, Gertye W ynn
Manning, Mrs. Lila Belle
Marsh, Dimple
Mason, Robert
Matthews, Lillie Belle
Matthews, Mildred
Mauldin, Lula Mae
Meadows, Bernice
Meadows, Ora
Messer, Isabel
Mickle, Frances Cooper
Miller, Homer
Miller, M ary Dixie
Miller, Nannie Mai
Mims, Olene
Miner, Leola
Moncus, Annie Maude
M oore, Cecile Dowdey
M oore, Evelyne
Morgan, Mabel M.
M orris, Eloise
Morris, Lillian Aderhold
Morris, Louie J.
Morton, Frances
Morton, Julia
Morton, Lucile
Moseley, Dodson
Moses, Annie
Moss, Dalton
Mullino, Rush
Munroe, Ophelia
Nash, Ezra Eugene
Nelms, Elma
Nelms, Nellie Lee
Newman, S. B.
Nichols, Lela Outlaw
Nixon, Valanta
Nolen, M ary Elizabeth
Nunnally, Jerry
Orr, Georgia
Owen, Cora C.
Parker, Mrs. Claude J.
Parker, Glennie Hawkins
Parr, Elva
Parris, Alton
Parris, Lottie Snow
Parrish, Lois
Parsons, W incie
Pate, Mrs. Reavie
Phillips, E ffie Mae Sorter
Phillips, Ernest H.
Phillips, James William
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Pinkard, Loneda
Poole, Maurice
Porch, Avice
Porch, Luther Lyn
Powell, Mary Frances
Preddy, Alma
Prentice, Lillian
Propes, Ernest
Pruett, W illie Eva
Pruett, W . O.
Purser, Charles P.
Putnam, Edythe
Pyron, Mrs. J. O.
Quinn, Hilda
Rains, Bensie
Rayfield, Annie Maude
Rayfield, Lucas E.
Reynolds, Lucy
Reynolds, Margaret
Rhodes, Eunice
Rhodes, Maude
Richardson, Charles S.
Ridgeway, William
Robinson, Ernest M.
Robinson, Mrs. Gladys
Robinson, Mary
Rooks, Pearl
Runyans, Alton
Sasser, Etta
Scruggs, Buna
Shackelford, Ophelia Morrison
Shackelford, Earl R.
Shaddox, Bertie Viola
Sheppard, Mrs. Mattie W .
Shields, Iva Lee
Shirey, Lola
Shockley, Gertrude
Sibert, Lother B.
Simon, Mildred
Slagle, Eunice
Slay, W . J., Jr.
Smith, Claudia
Smith, Claudous S.
Smith, Mildred LeMai
Smith, Mrs. M olly L.
Smith, Josephine Wharton
Smith, W alter T.
Sorter, Lillian
Spence, Vergie
Spratlin, Shelly
Stanley, Eunice
Stephens, Herman L.
Stephens, Mrs. Herman L.
Stephens, Jewell
Stewart, Irene
Stocks, Edith
Stone, C. D.
Stone, Ernest
Studdard, Lee Robert
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Sutton, Mary Lee
Tate, M ary Ellen
Taylor, Erdys
Taylor, Regina
Terrell, Gertha
Tharp, Zoza
Thomas, Fern
Thompson, Jewell Maye
Thornbury, Irene
Thurman, M ary Ida
Tomlinson, Cloie
Trammell, Merle
Traylor, Cordell
Tuck, Marie
Tucker, Luzone
Turner, Harbin
Vandiver, Bernice
Vaughan, Cleo Jessie
Vaughan, Dusa Mae
Vaughan, Fannie Reba
Ventress, Mabel V .
Vincent, Mrs. L. E.
W ade, Mrs. M. H.
W aid, Virgie
W aldrop, Mary
W aldrop, W . Carl
Walker, Elizabeth
W alker, Geneva
W alker, Kate Eleanor
W alker, Vera Irene
W all, Agnes
Wallace, Alton H.
Walsh, Virginia
Wann, Lilah
Weatherford, Mrs. Guy Allen
Weaver, Emmett
Webster, Essie W yatt
Webster, Lucy
W eir, H. Clinton
W ells, Idelle
White, W illiam Doyle
Whitworth, Lamar
Williams, Mrs. Emmie F.
Williams, Nancy Sue
Wilson, Emma Estelle
W ilson, Mrs. L. G.
W ilson, Mattie
Wingard, Linnie C. Shaw
W oodruff, Mrs. Herbert L.
W ood, Alice E.
W right, Holbert E.
W right, Ista
Yarbrough, Janie
Yates, Erma
York, Eva Mae
Young, Clementine Ernest
Young, Nonie
Total____________________ 410
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Juniors

Allen, Pauline
Anderson, Ruth
Arnold, Mary Lucile
Bailey, Elsie Maye
Bain, Jesse Lee
Bomar, Fannie Lee
Boozer, Mary Emmie
Browning, Arthur J.
Bryant, Neola
Burns, Nettie
Carr, Mamie Lois
Clements, Marvin A .
Cothran, M. E.
Crutchfield, Elmer E.
Curlee, Udah
Davis, Bertha Elizabeth
Dobson, J. Archie
Glasgow, Clarice
Goldsworthy, Mrs. Vernol Mayers
Gray, Mrs. L. W .
Green, Catherine
Green, Fletcher W .
Green, William Bryan
Greene, Lila Elizabeth
Hall, George V .
Harrington, Nannie
Harris, Barbara
Harris, William Greer
Hartley, W ilford M.
Holston, Eva Britt
Holstun, John Tucker
Howard, Niles P.
Jirels, Nackie
Johnson, Bertha Adele
King, Alton K.
Laminack, Oscar
Leach, Garnette

Leath, Katherine
Ledbetter, Hester
Ledbetter, Josephine
Lindsay, Herschel
L ovvorn, W illiam A .
McCormick, Edna
McDonald, Bertha
M addox, Ethel Thrasher
Merritt, Annie Laurie
Morton, Jimmie
Morton, Sarah Kate
Moseley, Verda Crumpton
Nelson, S. B.
Parker, Robert
Pemberton, Ethel
Potter, M ary
Powell, Irby
Pruett, Samuel Ernest
Rains, McGreer
Rhodes, Emma Mae
Richardson, Mrs. Elizabeth
Rinebach, Audrey
Ryan, J. B.
Sandlin, Corinne
Sandlin, Florine
Sharpley, Mrs. Leon
Sheppard, Ralph
Sieber, W illie Frances
Stephens, Ruth C.
Stevenson, H orace Lee
Strickland, Maggie Sam
Trammell, Earle W .
Wilkinson, Mrs. Lucia
Williamon, Cecil
Williamon, Mrs. Clyde W atwood
Yates, Ethel
Total_____________________ 73
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Seniors
Adderhold, Eugenia
Bates, Clara
Bates, Florence
Chastain, Mrs. Annie H.
Cox, Ruby
Crowder, Ruth
Cumbee, Carrie Fannie
Danzey, M ary Emma
Davis, Odis
Gilham, Mrs. Jennie
Godwin, Martha

Goodwin, John C.
Hamric, Bonard
Holleman, Irwin T.
Hughes, Barto
Johnson, Clark E.
Lowery, Alice
Meadows, Vera
M oore, Myrtle
Nichols, G. C.
Nonnemacher, Ruby
Nunnally, Mary Edna
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Oliver, Naomi
Perry, Dewey C.
Persell, Florence
Preddy, Marve
Robinson, Mrs. G. F.
Ryan, Mrs. J. B.
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Sewell, Jack
Smith, B. G.
Williams, Alice
West, W illiam Garvin
York, Mrs. Leila
Total_____________________ 33

SUMMER SCHOOL— 1931
Specials
Blackwell, Cordie
Clark, Marion
Cosper, Mrs. Lula
Fuller, Mrs. Nola McCracken
McMinn, Mrs. Lillie K.

Parker, Mrs. Lessie
Sizemore, Pluma
Street, Ella
Street, Lona
Total_____________________ 9
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